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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURN
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ALBUQUERQUE,

find a government ready to prove it
illegal and to punten it If need be.
This is the record with which the
republican party is ready to go be-

IN I

fore the people at the next election,
and It Is a record that no other party
has ever approached in the history
uf the country.
Mitch of the credit Is due personally to the president. But the party
as a whole has shown what the
government can do when determined
in the control of trusts and combinations.
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Hungry Peasants Wage INDUSTRIOUS
War on Czars Troops CALIFORNIA
In Russian Provinces
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Idaho Supreme Court Grants Clinngo
of Venue Despite Absence of
Statute Law.
Boise. Idaho, July 8. An opinion
that will be of general Interest because
of Its bearing on the trial of the ofBoth Parties Claim Credit ficials of the. Western Federation
Five Stage
of
Coaches Held Wall ol Water Sweeps Away More Than Eighty Thousand
Miners, has just been handed down
by the supreme court in the case of
Agnes Day vs. Eugene B. Day, a suit
FoMWopk
Up In One Day
Americans Are Deaf
Bridges in Denver
St. Petersburg. July S. The nrst licemen were seriously wounded.
for divorce. The plaintiff asked for
In
a change of venue on the ground that paragraph of the proposed agrarian another section of the province of
the judge was prejudiced. The district law, viz.: the augmentation of tho Tambov a body of peasants aimed
court overruled the motion, but the lands of the peasants by the expro- with pitchforks and spades resisted
supreme court holds that "Becord priation of all state and crown do- a squadron of dragoons, and because TOURISTS IN Y0SEMITE VALLEY
CERTAIN TO BE LEADING
BOY KILLED BY LIGHTNING
REMARKABLE STATISTICS JUST
shows such 'state of affairs that it mains and the church and monastery of this resistance the troops fired,
upon
would
judibring
killing
peasants
discredit
lands,
comthe
by
has
wounding
been
three
accepted
and
the
ARE RELIEVED OF VALUABLES
ISSUED BY CENSUS BUREAU
ISSUE IN COMING CAMPAIGN ciary of the state to permit a trial be- mission of tiie lower
NEAR COLORADO SPRINGS
house with prac- many others.
fore the present judge," and orden tical unanimity.
At Kedabry, southeast of Tillis, a
d
that another judge be called In.
tight has occurred beThe commissioners have not locked
for Moyer, Haywood horns over the mode of expropriatween Cossacks and an armed band of Lone Man With Mask
and Gun Telephone Wires Down and Heavy Deafness More Common in Northern
Department of Justice Ready For andThe attorneys have
Pettlbone
already filed a tion and the method of the disposal peasants, with the result that seven
a change of venue from of private estates and the end is not men were killed on both sides.
motion
for
Makes Good Escape After a
Than Southern States and Negroes
Big Fight on Standard
Damage to Railroads and Other
Canyon county, alleging, among other yet in sight.
There has been a fatal encounter
things,
Is
presiding
judge
the
In
that
at
Krasnopolsk.
the
province
The
correspondent of the Associatof
Daring Series of Robberies.
Oil Monopoly.
Less Susceptible Than Whites.
Property is Reported.
biased against the defendants.
The ed Press has just completed a tour Podolia, between rich peasants and
statute law makes no provision for a of the provinces of Samara and Sara- poor peasants. The poor men were Inchange of venue on this ground and tov. He reports that the drouth is censed because tho rich men had sent
Wawona, Cul., July 8 Five Yosc-mit- e
Washington, July 8. About one
Correspondence Morning Journal.
Denver, July 8. Cloudbursts anl
of the supreme finally broken but that the rains have a telegram to the lower house protestthe late utterance
held up yes- lightning did considerable damage In person In every 1,200 hundred was
It is a natural certainty that both court will be a point In favor of the come too late to save the crops and ing against the proposed distribution terdayvalley stages bywere
a lone highwayafternoon
if their claim of bias ran help the peasants, who are In a pit- of land.
this section of the state today. In blind and one in every 850 persons
parties will go before the country it defendants
be established.
In
In the fighting one of the wealthy man who obtained a considerable Denver a wall of water ten feet high was deaf in the United States
iable
condition.
havs
Their
cattle
of money and Jewelry from came down a dry creek In the western 1800, according to a special census
the coming congressional election anil
either been sold or are starving in peasants killed four and seriously amount
passengers.
the
The conveyances were pari of the olty, carrying away the report on the blind and deaf In the
claim a record in trust busting. Huwounded several of the poorer men.
the wilds.
halted in rapid succession at a curve Street bridges and damaging the United States In that year, Just issThere have been grave disorders on In
The government relief granaries
man nature an especially political naIhe
near
Apwance,
at the bridge of the Denver, Lakewood anl ued by the census bureau. The inroad
were completely emptied during the the estate of Minister of Agriculture identical spot
ture will have to change a whole lot
where a lone haniUt. Golden railroad.
quiry was conducted under the difamine of last year. The present Stichlnlsky, in Iuln province.
operating a year ago, relieved several
before they would overlook such a
Graham
The representative of the AssociatTwo boys, thirteen years old. fishing rection of Dr. Alexander
agrarian disorders, which can be
wealthy
tourists
of
their
valuables.
bet as that. How much of the credit
expected to grow worse, are due ed Press at Bostov reports that crop The stages were traveling sufficiently under a bridge, were rescued with S Bell, who determined the scope of
Investigation
the
and wrote the text
great difficulty.
In Boulder, a wall of
largely to the necessity of the peas- conditions in Kuban and the Don dis- far apart to avoid each
is to be laid to the party and how
tricts are above the average. Agra- and when (he first vehicle other's dust
water, six feel high, came out of Sun- of the report on the deaf. The total
ants
seizing
to
fond
save
starvafrom
(lift
reached
much to the personal initiative of the
shine canyon and spread itself over number of blind In the United States
tion themselves and the remainder of rian disorders among the Cossack turn In the road, the highwayman,
1900 was 04,703, of whom 36,300
present is a question. Tho chancos
their cattle. These disorders
have agricultural population are not ex- whose features were completely hid- Pearl street and other streets in that in
reached the highest pitch in the pected, although there has been some den hy a duster (brown over his head, city. A mile of Sunshine railroad was were totally blind and 29,118 partiare that me president's personal views
province of Vorontzh,
had more to do with inaugurating and
where the ferment on account of the military stepped out, pointed his gun at (he destroyed and considerable damage ally blind.
rin se figures, however, the report
troops and Cossacks, although in con- levies having to do police duty.
carrying
through
campaign
the
driver and commanded him to halt. was done In the city.
Reports of .Mutiny Exaggerated,
Near Florence, a cloudburst in Oak aya can be only considered as the
siderable force, are practically helpagainst trusts than had anything els
passengers
women
Some
of
the
8.
Vigo, Spain, July
minimum, as an unknown proportion
Reports sent screamed, but
a bridge at Bock-valless and on the defensive.
4lso the democratic party in spots
others began without creek undermined
Many peas-antand the heavy storm destroyed of the blind were not located by the
have been killed or abroad relating to Insubordination o
may be handed a modicum of credit
to disgorge their valuables. The
delay
RusSigt)
anOf the
cruiser Terek,
total blind,
telephone connection between Flor- enumerators.
wounded In desperate attacks on the board the
for there were some places where parhighwayman
all the passen37,664
fe.
military patrols and the rural guards. chored here, have been much exagger- gers to throwdirected
ty lines were largely obliterated and
ou( their money anil ence and Pueblo. No damage was males. were males and 27,709
consul
Busslan
ated.
The
Informed
According to a telegram received here
where the righteousness of legislation
Jewelry, and when Ihe order met with done to the railroads.
then-watoday
on
report
Deafness
the
whole,
Press
the
that
Associated
the
peasants
Prospect
on
At
from Tambov,
Lake, near Colorado
the estate
in prospect
had much to do with
compliance, directed the driver to
says. Is
no truth In the statement that i move on ahead.
common in the northern
of the Princess Biaritinsky attacked
gathering the votes that helped to pass
The second stage ar- Springs. Kay Powers, aged 17 year- - part of more
on
mutiny
tho
pohad
board
the United Stales than In the
a
occurred
posse
commissary
anil
by
was
of
a
killed
stroke of lightning, his!
rural
it regardless of party affiliation. Hut
rived within a few minutes, and the
was
Chicago, July 8. Plans for put- lice. The commissary and four po shfc.
stunned and southern, and (here are more deaf
as a whole (he credit belongs to the
driver and passengers suffered a simi- brother Floyd
males than females. The total numrepublican party rather than to any ting into effect the new federal meat
lar experience. The process was re- George Caff was rendered unconscious ber
other, and it is on that record the Inspection law WlU be discussed in
peated until all five had been halted by the same stroke. Arthur Peterson givenof deaf in the United States la
X9.2K7. of whom 37,426 were
rty will be glad to fro before the
and robbed, when the bandit disap- standing nearby, was knocked Into the totally asdeaf
and 51,861 were partially
Chicago this week by Secretary Willake and nearly drowned.
people.
peared in the brush,
The Carnegie library In Colorado deaf. From the latter classes are
The record of the past year is In- son of the department of agriculture
g
lighl-nineliminated
those
who are merely
Springs, was struck by a bolt of
deed remarkable when one comes to and the superintendents of inspection
STRANGE TRAGEDY IN
Of the totally
during the Storm, but no other "hard of hearing."
look back on it. The decision of the
MINING
CALIFORNIA
CAMP
deaf 52.5 per cent were males. Nedamage Is reported
supreme court in the Northern Secur-ieie- s from the various parking houses' InCal., July S. A sensationAuburn,
groes constitute 11.6 per cent of tho
merger case was the beginning spection forces. The secretary may
al shooting took place yesterday at
general population and only 6.2 per
other cities to look into the
Zulus Slaughtered by British.
Chance, a mining town In the
of sorrows for the trusts and it de- visit
Last
to be pursued in enforcing
Durban, Natal, July 8. Colonial cent of deaf.
Ihlrty-sl- x
miles from Aumountains,
feated a move that would have put methods
That the negroes seem less suscepburn. From what can be learned of troops have completely surrounded
the transportation
facilities of the the new law.
Wilson Arrives In Chicago.
deafness than the whites, the
the tragedy here II appears (ha( ('has and defeated a rebel body in the I'm-vo- tible to says,
whole western country into the hands Secretary
8.
Chicago,
Is particularly due lu
July
Secretary Wilson,
district. Five hundred and fortv-seve- n report
Dorian, a saloon-keepebecame jealof a few.
acof
(he
the
department
of
agriculture,
to
part
esless complete returns from
rebels were lulled and few
ous of Frank Tlllotson. superintendent
Then there came the prosecution of companied by a corps of assistants,
negro
the
deuf.
of the Home Ticket mine, and started caped. There were no white casualthe beef trust. This ended for the
in Chicago today to confer
The report on the blind gives not
out to kill him. He mel
William ties.
moment in ridicule for the government arrived
govsuperintendents
with
only data concerning cqlor, sex. naof
the
the
Pollfka, and taking him lor Tlllotson,
through the apparently insane deris- ernment Inspection
tivity, marital condition, school atbureau relative to
Golf Championship Games,
shot him dead. Learning of the mision of one Chicago court. Hut it wis
the changes made neressary by the
Chicago,
July 8. The national tendance, and occupations, but alsn
take he had made, he continued his
in all probability not a had thing, for new
meat inspection law. Inspectors
hunt for Tillotson. The later had amateur golf championship win be much information In regard to the
it helped the passage of other legislasuperintendents of meat inspecbeen Informed of the shooting and its decided on the links at Knglewood age when blindness occurred and the
tion that will make such idiotic rul- and
all
to
thirty
the
number of
from
causes, and when Dorka appeared. this week, with S. Chandler Kgan. causes of blindness.
ings impossible in the future. Also It tion
the cities where government InspecThe total number of blind persons
Tillotson shot him. At last accounts. the American champion who has won
stirred up the community and added tion Is in force have been instructed
Dorka was not dead, but he Is bethe Chompionshlp for tWO years in In (be United States In lío Ml was
fuel to the flame when the report of to report to the secretary. The con. POSTAL REVENUES SUFFER
LIMITED
FIREMAN
ON
or about one In every 1,200 of
lieved to be mortally wounded.
succession, as one of the contestants.
packing house conditions came out fsrence Will begin tomorrow and will
were
There
Others who Will play are Walter J. the (o(al population.
and forced the meat inspection bill n cover every phase of the service.
Transport Thomas Safely Planted.
Travis, who was American champion 35,645 totally blind, and 29,118 parKILLED NEAR FLAGSTAFF
FROM ITS UNDUE EXPANSION
a more or less successful Issue. The
Washington. July S. The navy de- for two years, Jerome 1). Travis, of tially blind. The number of partibest friends of the inspection legislaHoot Arrives in Porto RiOO.
partment was advised today that the Princeton, also an American cham- ally blind by no means represents the
tion cannot say that the inspection lav-iSan Juan, Porto Bico. July 8. The
United Slates army transport Thomfacts as (o defective eycslghl, but
pion. D. B. Sawyer, of Chicago, Haraltogether satisfactory yet, but it is cruiser Charleston, with Secretary
as, which went ashore at fiuam, wns old Webber, of Toledo, and A.
L. represents only "verified" cases.
a long way ahead of nothing anil Boot and party on board, arrived Congressional Commission to Inquire Brave Engineer Badly Scalded Saves filiated
at high water yesterday.
.Mint' Blind Males Than reinales.
White, of Huston.
promises to improve in the future here this afternoon.
Of the total number or blind.
Lives of Passengers By
Whether Receipts Cannot be Made
Then there rapidly followed the dissoor 57.2 per cent, were mules,
lution of the western paper trust anl
and 27,709, or 42.8 per cent, were
Post.
to
Sticking
With
Commensurate
Services.
tinin
price
per
thirty
cent
of
drop
the
females. Since In (he general popuof news print paper. This was a case
lation only 51.1 per cent were males
of Col. Crockett's coon where the
and 48.9 per cent were females, it
trust came down without shooting.
Washington,
July 8. Henry H Special to the Morning Journal.
Is evident that blindness occurs mora
The prosecution of the Kansas Cl'y
Glaustc, secretary of the commission
ist8.
Th
Winnow, Ariz.. July
frequently among males.
to inquire Into and report to congress DOUnd
rebate cases was another government
About 65 per cent of the blind reCalifornia limited on the Santa
victory where the court imposed a fine
lis conclusions concerning the laws reported were totally blind, and about
of $15,000 each on four of the comlative to second class mall matter, to- Fe was wrecked about 2 o'clock this
45 per cent were partially blind.
A
day Issued the announcement that the afternoon at Agassis, three miles west
panies and fines of $4,000 and 16,00(1
slightly smaller proportion of blind
first session of the commission will be of Flagstaff.
on two of the individual defendants
Ed Pillsbury
Fireman
bllml
of
males
than
females were toheld at the Holland house In New was killed outright,
The Investigation of the tobacco trust
and Engineer
tally blind,
York, ni tolu r
next. The announceis not yet completed but there has
severs
More
Blindness
Goldsworthy
In Adults.
received
Common
Frank
ment in part Is us follows:
been enough brought out already to
Almost IS per cent of the blind
"The report of the postmaster gen- scalds below the knees which while
Justify one prosecution. The Ameribecame blind alter 20 years of age,
eral for the fiscal year ended June 30, causing excruciating pain at the time,
can Tobacco company and McAndrcws
and only a little more than 30 par
i no;, shows that ihe cost
of main- are not considered serious. That the
Forbes and company were haled Into
can! before 20 years.
Thus It is seen
taining the entire postal service for engineer escaped with his life is accourt and on refusing to produce the
thai blindness Is chiefly a defect of
that year was approximately
books desired were adjudged In conadult life. It Is Interesting to note
and that the revenue from counted remarkable. It is thought the
tempt by the supreme court and the
that about one. fourth of the persons
all sources was approximately
cases will soon come to trial.
death of the unfortunate fireman was
blind from childhood, or nbout
h
Second class matter consti- instantaneous.
The suits against the western pas
of the total number of blind,
8.
Texas,
As the
July
8. G. Meade
Fori
Worth.
July
Wash.,
Seattle.
the
of
approximately
comprising
tuted
enger elevator combine
not yet
July 8. The British
were
has
the
Singapore.
cause
wreck
The
born
of
blind.
matter handled, while It yields but been definitely ascertained. The sup- result of the labor riots last month in Emory, a distinguished lawyer of
thirty (lrms has already been successThe number of blind per 100,000
steamer tltdrs.nl, Captain Will- $6,186,467
or about one twenty-fourt- h
fully fought and resulted in smashing oil
position is that the pony trucks of Ihe Cannnen, Mexico, the mining camp of Ibis city, was shot and probably fa- of population was greater among the
Shanghai,
to
York
New
posiams,
from
the
revenue
derived
from
of
the
the trust.
Jumped the track while the W. C. (reene has been converted Into tally wounded at his residence last negroes than among the whites, anrt
0 tal service.
Not only has the postal engine
The list already Is almost too Ions with 300 drums of naphtha and
train was rounding a sharp curve on a a military stronghold and hereafter night by Chester Thompson, a uni- greater among the foreign born
unto go over. The trust of the retail
cases of oil on board, caught fire revenue suffered by reason of the
steep grade. The train, which ordistudent. The cause of the whites than Ihe native whites, th
grocers at Nome, Alaska, where the this afternoon Just east of this har- due expansion of this class of matter, narily Is the fastest on the Santa Fe about 1,000 Mexican rurales will tnk-e-be versity
of difference In each cose being more
tragedy was (he Infatuation
n
but system, was a few minutes ate. caus- quartered there. This action was
price of eatables was being held u; bor. Many drums were thrown over- as compared with other classes,
marked for ihe totally blind than for
In dealing with the matter itself, the ed by a slight delay at Supul, three
by the military governor of Sonora Thompson for charlotte Whittles. the partially blind.
on the starving miners, has been atThe differences
at ever miles west of Williams, the trucks to serve as a precaution against fur- a niece of the stricken man. who had In the proportions
tacked and defeated and the terminal board and the (Ire was eventually postal service is hampered perlexltles
for the native and
declined his attentions and bad asked
step by the difficulties and
there, the train ther outbreaks.
cases or the Fads' Bridge and the put out.
having
track
foreign
the
left
the
born
whites are due very
her uncle (ha( her admirer be exIts administration."
Merchants' Bridge terminal passage
being stopped before any damage was
her voyage. of The
largely to the difference In the age
The ship continued
presence.
report
ThompB Deems, of St. Louis, rcturne
whole,
her
cluded
from
It.
the
a
system
as
way
anil
hf the Mississippi are under
The limited was probably
son is a student at the University of distribution of the two classes, th
The bursting of one of the drums says, lacks uniformity, and Is confus- done.
will In all probability soon some to a
making about fifty miles an hour last night from a trip to the Interior Washington
and a son of Will H. great majority of the foreign born
officials
ond
the
publishers
ing
crew
the
to
lire.
Chinese
the
The
case
caused
pony
The
Mr. Deems says the Yu- Thompson former attorney for the whites being adults, among
Successful conclusion.
when it hit tiie curva and the
of Sonora.
whom
inquiry
says
report
the
The
alike.
been
trust
has
of
In
lOCOmO.
The
work
fertilizer
the
to
refused
assist
qui Indian uprising In the state of Qroet Northern railway. Judge Em- blindness Is more common.
against the
the rails.
directed: toward de- trucks climbedcomposite
especially
will
be
end
it
while
the
behind
vigorously
car
and
pushed
L
Sonora are practically I thing of the ory was shot upon entering
ling Causes of Blindness.
throwing the burning drums over- termining whether the revenue from live and the
the
is not yet in sight, the price of fertileft the track and the angina turned past. He says the Yaquis are being house. Thompson barricaded himThe most
it int
causes of
and clambered Into lighters. second class mail matter should not be over,
board
combination
by
the
the
under
fireman
pinning
the
controlled
to
fust
Yuca
they
as
nrc
sent
Ian
lizer
self In a room occupied by two small blindness were, cataract; Injuries, acmade COmmSSISUrate with the actual wreckage and scalding and crushing
I roups
(he
government
by
lias already dropped on an average of The captain and the white officers of cost
and
cidents,
and operations;
congenital
children of the man he shot and
of the service rendered In handConsidering the hundreds the Indrani heaved the (laming drums
(o death. No one beside the enIn that way (heir ranks are being nip-idl$:i per ton.
old age; and sore eyes.
to surrender himself Into cus- blindness
ling It, If not, what limitations should him
(hlnned out.
of thousands of tons sold annually Into the sea and managed to save the be placed upon matter which may gine crew received any Injuries whatcauses
Unknown
were
responsible
for
tody until the arrival of his father.
ever, and aside from a severe Jolt or
a slightly greater proportion of esses
Ihls amount In the aggregate to
ship, whoso Iron deck prevented a properly be embraced In that class.
two, the passengers were undisturbed.
any
meat deal.
than
of
the
causes.
above
general
conflagration.
The wrecking crew left Wlnslnw ImThe prosecutions of the drug trmu
The principal causes of blindness
The floating drums of naphtha,
mediately and the body of the dead
and the proprietary association are
occurring ufler birth and under 20
tho
blazing
furiously,
with
drifted
deInjured
by
way
the
accompanied
the
and
fireman,
already well under
years of age. Injuries, accidents, snd
tide Into Singapore harbor and sevengineer was hrOUSht In here at 3
partment of Justice Is now going eral warships at anchor and the shipoperations; sore eyes; catarrh; measgigantic
(his
most
afternoon.
o'clock
that
rapidly after
les;
and scrofula. The principal
ping at the wharves were in dancompany.
Indictments have been ger until (he set of the tide carried
i auses nt blindness occurring
In adull
SuOF
PRESENCE
KNGIVKICR'S
American
the
against
were,
life
returned
cataract; Injuries, accidents
the drums southward, where they
MIND BAVBD MANY LIVHS
gar Kefllnlng company In New York gradually burned themselves out.
operations; old age; affections
and
Flagstaff. Ariz.. July 8. At two
and the success of the government in
of the nervous system; military servo'clock, four miles wes( of here, pasice; sore eyes; and neuralgia.
the Chesapeake and Ohio coal case NK(iW) MURDERER NARROWLY
4,
opened
UP
senger (rain No.
the easlbound
before the supreme court
Coiisaiigiilully of Parents.
ESOAPKK LYNCHING BY MOB
was
way
wrecked.
things
that
Fe.
of
limited on the Sania
n new vista In the
In about 6 per rent of the cases
uncaught
was
the
Plllsbury
with
Kd
Fireman
the government could do
of blindness reported the parents of
Rescued hy Firemen Afier Inciting
der the engine and scalded to death.
trust and monopoly problem when It Chase Through Indianapolis streets
ihe blind were related as cousins,
legs
floldsworthy
both
had
Engineer
got ready. Indeed, this was pivotal
or the blind whose parents were so
Indianapolis, Ind., July 8. Aaron
Injured
also
was
coal
about
to
gave
scalded,
flllp
the
and
a
and
decision
related 26 per cent were oongenltally
Morton, a negro, shot and killed his
the chesi. No passengers were Inand oil investigation of the Interstate wife on a crowded slreet tonlghl and
blind, while among the blind whose
jured.
commerce commission that has had was pursued for several blocks by a
parents were not cousins, the proThe accident was caused by one of
much to do with the success of the mob of a thousand persons bent on
portion
congenltally blind wss only
leavengine
the front tricks of the
commission In exposing the rotten- lynching him. Morton succeeded In
6.8 per cent.
fatality
the
list
That
ing Ihe track.
ness of the system that seemed to reaching a fire station, where he was
Of the blind at least 10 yesrs of
Is so small Is due to the presence of
permeate all of the coal roads. It given protection.
age, 20 per cent were engsged In
atVista,
Colo.,
8.
July
Buena
An
who
Ooldsworthy,
a
8.
Engineer
chnttanooga,
July
In
Tenn.,
demind
of
will furnish material for the
some gHlnful occupation, as compared
Just as tho mob was preparing for
tempted escape from the state refor- head-o- n
Boston, July 9. John Sehldlefsky. applied the brakeband remained at
partment of Justice In tho further an assault on the building a detail of
collision between two freight with 60.2 per cent among the genersl
(o matory this afternoon resulted In the
engine
started
post
the
his
until
combines
of
anl of police rescued the negro and he
these
prosecution
trains on Ihe Western and Atlantic, population. The partially blind, as
was elec- turn over. Then he Jumped, escaping death of two of the prison bloodought to do much toward lowering was taken to the city Jail. During a Lithuanian, of Brockton,
a larger
on Us hounds and the capture of Ihe fugi- seven miles south of this city early would be expected, show
over
engine
turned
Injury.
The
Charlesthe
giving
at
living
prison
state
fired
ond
of
price
mob
at
the
of
the
the
trocuted
the pursuit a number
proporflon gainfully
left side, and the composite car ami tives. Leslie Kastham snd W. F. Bv- - today, four trainmen were killed and do the totally blind. employed than
people a tittle of what Is coming to at the murderer.
The percentage
ton this morning for the murder of the dining car slipped over (he crest an, by a ruse walked past the guards four others were slightly injured.
them.
of persons engaged In professions!
Three Pullmans without Interference.
embankment.
of
the
was
Kastham
Rifle Tournament In England.
The suits for rebating and discrim190f.
pursuits,
12.
July
Belmont,
wife
at
The Matt
his
trade and
transportation,
garbed In the bookkeeper's clothes an I
London. July 8. The Blsley rlflu Following the murder the husband were left standing on the track.
ination on tho part of tho railroads
and lu manufacturing and mechaniW. P. HAMILTON, onglnoer.
was heavily armed.
A hot chase fol
are In fact Just commencing and the tournament will open In England to- bought a ticket
cal
is
Industries
larger
among the toH. F. PINHON. fireman.
lowed, resulting In the capture of the
Only One Passenger Hurl.
for California. Sehldgood effect of these actions will be morrow, when the British contestants
tally blind than among the general
engineer.
ATKHpoN,
According
O
BRUT
It
boys
exafter
to
8.
several
were
shols
out,
cup
days
a
later
will
not for the Queen's Westminister
few
Topekn, July
lefsky was arrested
found, as has been pointed
population.
In these three classes
A. O. (IWNTBY. firemen.
received here, tho only passen- changed. The fusillade resulted In the
so much In lines and Jail sentences be pitted against a strong Canadian on a Santa Fe train at La Junta, Colo.,
of occupation the totally blind show
cars,
of
efdogs,
consuming
death
no
two
out,
the
had
but
Fe
In
ger
the
Santa
wreck
other
Fire
broke
Injured
In
Includes
members
individuals,
as
moral
their
The
latter
learn.
against
and Immediately confessed his guilt. at Flagstaff wns Mrs. Bnlierts. of fect. Rasthnm Is a protege of JuiIrc one of which was loaded with cattle. a higher percentsge engaged than do
effect nd In deterring tho giant from all over Manitoba, Quebec and
The 6odv of Engineer Atkinson was Ihe partially blind. Oí the nnrtlaUv
corporations from dqjng what they Ontario and the great Northwest, and Schldlefsky's defense was that he hud Oakland, Cnl.. who sustained a se- Lindsay, nnd enme to the Institution
(Cnnítíiueroii Pane 4, Cul. l.)J"Jt.
lit the (lames.
from
Denver
escort.
cremuted
drinking.
without
Is
represented.
ankle.
the
ven
they
of
vere
wrong
Is
been
sprain
Columbia
British
when
themselves
know
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Strong Sermons by Albuquerque Pastors
thorlty of government,
and In the
righteous execution of law. It als
tieiii'ves in the nomination and elec
tion of the right kind of men. und fn
the impeachment of officiuls who will
not enforce the law. It stands for
such control of the lltiuor traffic is
will reduce Its evils to a mlnumum
Law-Breakin'and the freedom of the state from the
g
political domination of the ll(Uor traf- -'
Be. Thus It becomes a relentless foe
to the traffic, and the friend of the
MMMM
ANTLSAIjOON LEAGUE SUPERINhome and state, and the enemy of
MAN
WHO
IS
ALW AYS "BROKE"
lawlessness,
vice
and crime.
TENDENT MARKS AIIHE.
"It therefore becomes the duty if
OPEN TO SUSPICION.
is
every christian clsizen and every
friend of good government, to stand
Ml Ion Worker Heads for (
I by the league In Its relentless
warfare Rev. Mr. Bajita Talks to Lftlfjt Auagainst the saloon and kindred evil.
Anion Against 'lue in All
dience on inn, Mini
New Mexico and Arizona are looking
It Form.
forward to Joint statehood, and It 13
Cbi'lstiauity.
fitting that when that time comes
they shall present as clean a form f
Rev. Samuel I. Lindsay, state
local government as possible. It w.iul
Rev. J. M. Bolita,
pastor of the
he greatly to the credit of both to be Highland Methodist church, preached
of the Missouri
to
we
v.iy.
ahle
have
Control
such
of an earnest and practical sermon last
league,
l
union meeting
last night at the Lend Avenue M. E. the UUOr traffic that we have re- night on the subject, "Professors of
its
a
to
duced
evils
minimum.
Th"t
Religion Whose Sincerity May He
church on "Onvernment
and the
Bupratnacy of Law." Mr. Lindas) we have driven out gamhllng and vie
Doul led." Taking as his text (ala-tlan4:20:
took high ground as to the duties :' prohibiting both by law. Tour city
"For
stand In doubt
Christian cltlasaamiji and the anion - of Albuquerque is located in the midst of you." Mr. Sollie drew a forcible
ment of law, uiul Soared those pttblli of one of the most fertile valleys of the lesson from an analysis of the characofficials who violate th ir official oath world and is conceded to be the me- ter of those
Christians who
tropolis of New
and the south- - are lacking in the earmatks of the
Preliminary to the add rem nr
'
a
splendid
thing
It would genuine believer.
What
tool; n'r.nuinn In nnn.ilr
Mr
Mr. Sollie said in
the highest
of the work dot e he to be able to s.iv that VOH did n it part:
even
one
have
gambl-saloon,
one
:
not
St. Paul was nonplussed as to how
by Superintendent Havens of the N v.
den. and not one den of vice. Hon- he should begin proceedings against
n
league Ing
-- J
It
wo.
I..
tl.
Qalatlan churches, w ho had. woehis
ami expressed the hope that he ,,ui
He had planted
have the hearty and liberal support the best people of the east and north fully backslidden.
Would flock to your valley like these hutches among them with an
of all the
htirchcs throughout the who
doves to their windows. That such encouraging degree of success. Hut
two territories. Said he;
"The Aim Saloon league work Is t may buconie a realization, Is possible at the lime of this writing they had
federated church movement, in which only when the host citizens step to the been drawn away from 'the simplicity
front, und assume control of affairs, of Christian doctrine and the groat
both Catholic nnd Protectant charcjv
essentials of the gospel by false tcach-- I
are Handing
boulder to
houider both territorial and municipal."
em who Insinuated that Paul was not
against the lliu .r trafile and through
properly an apostle of Christ, but only
which they are accomplishing marvel
a missionary deputed from the i hun
ous things in the way of anti-sa- l.
10
at Jerusalem. Such tickleness on tho
legislation and the enforcement of law
part of a people who had begun their
Moreover, the movement Is an
religious life so beautifully, was so beone, and in many states nto
wildering to St. Paul that ho hardly
are standing together Irrespective
knew how to begin treatment of their
party lines for the overthrow of th-- '
case.
Ho was at a loss it scorns as to
liquor traffic, the enemy of the horn1
whether he should begin oy giving
the church and the state."
them tho medicine of tho command
I'asslng tu Ule discussion of h'
ments in broken doses, accompanied
theme. Mr. Llndsav announced as
by words so gentle that they mlghl
basis, the opening verses of the thirserve as a narcotic, or, as to whether
teenth chapter of Romans, lie sa'd OLD fESTA STENT IMAGERY
or
It would he best, to make an Incision
In nurt:
w ith the gospel knife,
Tin: THIRSTY LAND.
it s not ulways
"In these words we have set fortl
easy matter for a minister to deteran
the nature of civil government, and
just
mine
what treatment to give for
the relation of individual citizens and
spiritual
that break out
ruler I" the enforcement of the law Rev. . C. Rollins Bays Water of Jfe among his maladies
people. Sometimes sim- Free to
la these days of anarchistic tendencies
n who win
ply to call attention to the command- it Is refreshing to return to the A pos
menta win restore health to the soul
Claim It.
tie Paul and hear his exposition of th
that hsi fallen a victim to sin, while
great principles of civil government
at other times it utterly fails. Then,
and the supremacy of law. Paul nev i
Dr. i. C Hollina, o. D., pastor of the the only thing left is to make an Inine ihc mat ne was a KO
cision with the gospel knife, which,
man ciuaen and gloried in this fact Lead
Avenue
Methodist
church, however, Is not an
remedy.
even as he gloried in his apostleshlp preached tn eloquent .sermon veater- - The knife as a last infallible
resort failed in
Were ne on earth today, and n citizen day on "U'ay-idcase
young
the
of
who
the
rich
ruler,
Refreshing."
from
of the United States. It is my belief ,, '.
text: "With Joy shall ye draw wont to Christ, to learn of him what
i. ,.
that he would have In un
should do that he might Inherit
conception of his duty as a citizen, and wa,or "Ut f the wells of salvation (he
eternal life. Christ offered him first,
.6.
that he would express tin same Ideas ,sa
the medicine of the commandments
of government
and enf rcement ofjl Dr. Rnlllni said In part:
Which he refused to take, claiming
Jaw.
mioe tunagry 01....
Ule Old Testament that he had kept them from his youth
"First of all. the Apostle here gjvi l that of a thirsty land.
A land where up. Then the Master as a last resort,
Us to understand that civil government
water meara life. The most forbid- applied tho knife. "Jesus said unto
is of Uod, and that "the powers that ding Wastes of our
own southwest but him. if thou wilt ho perfect, go and
be are ordained of Hod " This
wait the kiss of coming waters to sell that thou hast, and give to the
Is the highest conception of gov- MoaSOm
poor, and thou shalt have treasure in
and become fruitful.
ernment, and greatly In advance of the
Have you considered how great a heaven; and come and follow me.
conception entertained by ninny tod
place wat.,- holds In the language of Hut when the young man heard that
Many speak of civil government as
sorrowfully:
the
It was about the wells cf saying, he wont away
mere civil compact, and In our deela the BBihls?
life was lived. The trag- for he hail great possessions." The rich
young
ration of independence we declare tha: edies ociadle
man
was
not Wilting to meet
of
early days were laid about
"governments derive their Just pow- poms ofthe water.
conditions, after all of his pretenEven the Great the
ers from the consent of the governed ." Teacher declared
at
tions
keeping
himself to he the The grout apostle thewascommandments.
Hut the apostle goes beyond this, and Water of Life sufficient
not In dnubt
for the world's in tho c.iso of the ( ala tians,
declares that civil government derive, hirsi
as to their
its highest power ami authority from
Too often the life we load Is in .1 need of restoration, but the thing tha:
puzzled Mm
Ood himself, and that governments gr dry ami thirsty land
no water 4, go about the most, was how he should
dependent upon lllm for their tight There is no Joy uníwhere
work of loading them
no
consequently
tn their first love, from which
back
of existence.
fruitage.
they
hud
away, by false
been
conception
"This
of human govert
With
of the rains ami teachers. Their led
ment neeessa ri y Implies that all na- the llilingtheof coming
outward
conduct was
the
wells
blosthe
desert
an index to their dire Heed Inwardly.
tions are accountahle to Almighty Co soms and the dreary wastes
become
Much prayer s needed on tho part
for the manner In which they dis- gardens of tinwhere there Is of tho ministry, to
charge their duties to those who are life ami gladness.LordThe
enable them to
bard
brown
practice .successfully among the spircitizens, and that their laws are in artll is transformed into a zone
if
harmony with Divine law
This puis Malea and the wilderness teens wltn itually sick of their congregations:
tnd then, like Christ, who could not
civil government upon the night
fruit
do many mighty works in Nazareth
plane, and In a government like this
A friend of mine
me
asked
the
otlnv
necessarily shifts the responslhillty for day, as we rode for long hours over because of the unbelief of the people,
right laws, ami righteous execution the bleak miles of our wide territory, they, too, may lose many patients
from the
cause. It is just as
of law. Upon the people themselves
What on earth can you ever do with .necessary same
that a preacher In charge
Since "we the people" have establish' d this wilderness'.'"
Much of It looks of a church, should know .the spiritand ordained through our constitution dreary und profitless, but we well ual
strength of his membership both
particular form of govern-"w- Mow It only waits the soft touch of Individually
our
as It Is
lithe people" must stand resi
the clouds, the bending down of the that an officerandIn collectively
y
command of an
bit for everything that is done by our sky to make It fit for angels' visits,
should know the extent of tho
aeveral departments
of government win,, dowers of every hue open 10 physical
ac tivities of his soldiers. Tin?
If there are wrongs, then it Is our duty the sun. Only give it
v.
general In command of an army who
to right them In the name of the pen can produce anything. water and
is versed in strategy, is
to anticipie. If we have laws not In harm (HI)
This life of ours Is represented as pate the enemy In the able
distance, and
with divine law. then It is ours to t
a Journey from a point called birth at the same time knowing
the strength
to it that they are repealed and proo. to a point called death.
A Journey of his men by having dally drilled
er laws substituted.
In other word-wwe are all taking, without previous vo- them, ho is
prepared to obtain 'the
cannot shift the entire responsibil- lition on our part. In set
ith shlfilm.- - very best possible results, when he
ity upon thou- who represent us In the phases, under changing skies, through engages
with the foe. So the pastor
administration of the affairs of
varied climates, by devious put lis. val- of a church should ho no loss wise
both state and national
ley or highland, morass or moor, In In making preparation for the relig"Nevertheless It remains true tht lhadow or sunlight, be it as It may, We ious war In Which
we are to demnnd of those upon whom ate nil taking this way and it behooves too, should study he Is engaged. He.
carefully the spiritwp have placed the responsibility for us to make the most
of the cottntrv ual status of
membership, that he
the enactment and enforcement of law On nigh which we pass; gather as b. st may he bettorhisprepared
to lead them
that they honestly and faithfully dis- Wt may the kind of wealth we take to victory.
charge that responsibility.
"For, ' alón- -- ndd to our assets sinew and
am sometimes
led to believe,
says the apostle, "rulers are not a tr-ro- r muscle of an enduring sort
and cul- though It may he a delusion on my
to good works, but to evil." of tivate the only earthly possession
part,
If
we
that
as ministers, were as
course, In making this statement, the may transport thither character. Wl deeply concerned about
ascertaining
apostle had In mind those who had
The Lord of the country through the spiritual standing of our church
the same conception of government filloa we pass has provided for the membership, as wc are their financial,
and official responsibility as he him- trav. lit comfort, food and love.
that Ibera would he greater yearning
were
Hut
he on
self entertained.
I
cull you to note the everlasting on our part for the health of their
today,
he
compelled
would
he
earth
wells by
wayside from which v.v souls, which health if obtained, would
say that rulers should ho terror ro may drawthewater,
the Wells or Salva- figure largely In Warding oil financial
vll doers, and a praise to them thai tion.
embarrassments.
However. It Is not
do well. For candor compels us to
objectionable in a minister, to know
W I'll i. y shall ye dt
w water front
admit that officials who do thus
the
financial
as
well as .the spiritual,
the weiis ..f Balvatton
water
their official oath are the MCCCp which Is another word forThe
life, is to but a matter as to suprem.u v. Wo mav
tlon and not the rule. Every where, vio- be gotten iovfullv
stand in doubt of a member when he
or she is often absent from tho serlators of the law count on the corruplet DM name some of those
vices of the church, without a lawful
tion so rife among public officials as found In the World, near at handwells
for
Bribery,
their greatest safeguard.
ry man who has eyes to see or ears excuse. No one who OVOS Ood, can
any
s
more stay away from church
graft anil hoodie have Income
well to hear
They are all easy of uce-- ss
nigh universal In this country, that ; because of the faithful
than a
old child could
ones
who haV" ho
I"
excepfit
law
satlslled
to stay awav from tho
the
Mrlct enforcement
gore 'n 'ore.
Particularly
la
not
home
of
lis
rule
the
tion and
mother. Deep down in the
Hen is the well of the Holy Scrip- inart of every
this true when It comes to the enfnr.
tures. One needs not
from the longing for the cbrJsilatj there is a
ment of the law against dram shop' dally round of duties, to turn
communion of the
see its Invltin ; saintuaj-ygambling and kindred evils. If a man water. The Master witnessed
is akin to that of the
to the prophet of that
old, who expressed himsteals a horse, n cow or a shen, in fact that "they testify of me." "How
entire community will turn out for the S eo K lie linn ,110.. .... " "Tl... self in these beautiful, but strong
words: "How amiable are thy taberapprehension and punishment of such word have i hid
In pay hear! " Hot
nacles. O Lord of hosts! Mv soul
n thief. Hut a man may locate a sa- - ,nany hav prv,.M
VU,U(.
f
longeth.
yea, even falnteth for tho
,,,mml,n',V- m"-- ' Rook when no
S3L "
was found fo! courts of the Lord;
my heart and mv
through
saloon ruin a father, a hooks. How has hour
dally
range In
"the
c not
.
out for the living Hod.
...
..
e.
"
une- Km, tind all other hour uesn
M)y
11 clay In thy courts
for
is better than
ing done. This same saloon ktoptr Wh.-- 4 Moult Is end sorrows rose II
a thousand.
I had rather be a doormay even violate every requirement 'f mountnlnH high about
keeper In the house nf my Ood, than
the laws governing dram shops, undl Do you realize, brother how re to
dwell In the tents of wickedness."
u.....
rronn It" S the w.itei
mmwftwmt m
ilrii a
nt ni.-iWe may lie doubtful of the churc h
pealed to to enforce the law, they re- from this deep, cool,
well
momoer
does not love the stud
fuse to do their duty. Such violation
Here Is the Increased courage nm "f Hod's iviici
word, for no one can love
it official oath deserves the condem- strength for the vigorous
strong
and
Ood
supremely
and not love the scripnation of every honest citizen, and Tin inan ftf robust health with the
should be punished by Impeachment promise of long, useful years is res tures. The Bible is to the christian,
what
cogtpass
the
Is to
"This leads us to note that In order
und nerved to more virile toil The 1'almlst says; "Thy the mariner.
word Is a
to the enactment of the right kind freshed
from drinking here
lamp unto my feet,
a light unto
nf laws and the righteous execution 'if
The way worn and tired, the timii my path. O how lovennd thv
law; It Is
law, the right kind of men must be und weak find the waters from
the my meditation all the day. Thou
chosen for offlclul positions Hut th' deep crevice n the rock a tonic ami
through thy commandments,
necessarily Involve the question of the
hast
Joy.
made me wiser than mine enemies, for
right exercise of the right of frnnchl- -, a And not these alone, but the sick they
are
ever
with me." To become
which brings us bHck to the sovereign- and the afflicted And here the balm a
christian and remain one, Is to bety of the people. This means that the and health they crave.
come
a
Rible
student and remain one,
battle for good government must it
What one among all the noble because the scriptures never
become
fought out st the polls, nd that every thoughts
n
prosy
from
to
splendid
thousand
a
I knew a Oodly
christian.
elective position must be filled wltn minds can ovor compare with th sim- mother
who
tinco,
was
deprived
of
those, and those only, who will stand ple promises from the old Hook.
education In youth, but became a
for the enactment of righteous laws
When the shadow drapes your christian after she hud become a
and for the enforcement of every law hearthstone
to which one of the poofs mother. She learned to read the
rn the statute book. Justn here Is where do yon Instinctively
undcrstandlnglv. while It was the
turn. Among ill
league
of
the
the work
astute philosophers which one do only book thit she eould read with
comes In, esneclslly as regards the the
you crave when the heart Is breaking? nny degree of Intelligenc e. No christrestriction or prohibition of the llqu
la there more than one Hook from ian will relegate the Hihlr o thi rear,
Our league believes In the
for other books or priodlcals.
rupreaaacy of law. In the divine au
M "MliiiM-on Rage R. Col. 3.)
W'e may entertain aerloua doubts
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Surplus and Undivided Profits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Marrón, President; Wm. Farr, Vice President; J. B. Herndon,
Cashier; Roy McDonald, Assistant Cashier; I. A. Dye, J. A. Weinman, B. A. Miera, F. H. Strong, Jay A. Hubbs, and D. H. Cama.
Accounts of Individuals, Firms, and Corporations Solicited. .Interest
Paid on Six Months Deposits at Rate of 5 per cent per annum.

L

WITH AMPLE MEANS

WE HAVE

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

The largest assortment of Inor-Sea- l
goods to be found in the
city, and arc sclfine; them at the
same price that they a it sold
for in all eastern eltlcs.

s,

NOTICE THESE

7

Soda, City
Social Tea Biscuits
UPTEEDA RlscriT
L'nccda Milk Biscuit

I'needa Jlnjcr Wnyfcr
Vanilla Wafer
Wate r Thin
Z11
u Dinger Snaps
Zwieback

loo
Mc

CAPITAL, II50.006.M.

IPC

I0e

Officers and Directors:

10c
.100
5c

SOLOMON

,

.

.

J. JOHNSON.
(lent and Cashier.
Assistant Cashier,
WILLIAM MciN'msir.
niTinnm aw wot
BALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLACK WELL.
O. K. CHOMWSII.I.
Vice-Pr-

.10c
,10c
,10c
.

Prl.lnW.

LITNA.

W. 8. ETRICKLER,

J.

10c
10c

O.

NUJIEROTJS

.

I

o

TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES
DORSE TttH MEDICI NAL EFF1CACV OF THE

EN-

.100
.10c
.

3c

.

Bo

.

10c

.

10C

.

ISo

.

Be

.

irc

FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY
IT KEEPS Off TASTiffG GOOD
TRY IT! TRY IT!

CONFECTIONS
SI (JAR

WAFER
SPECIALTIES

Nabisco,

large
Flavors: Chocolate,
(
ange. Lemon, Mint,
Vanilla.
Nabisco, small
Flavors: Vanilla and
Chocolate.
Festino
Champagne Wafers

CJulckelA

30c

Hotlieof Zcltfei's Cafe, and (JeorifcK. Nelier
of the White Elephant, Local Dealers

M

i

WHOLESALE DISTRIRUTORS
30c
23c

Wholesale Flour and Feed

DEALER

Empress, "Moses Best," "Gold Seal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Rose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and NaUvc Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Bed Bran.
Rex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyster Shells,
Chicken
Bone, Heef Scraps. Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

The new ííiapc Juice; in two
sizes: .2 for
23c
Qiiaits
66o

Jaffa

Grocery Co.

"Good Things to Eat"

to

prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
y ars next preceding the survey of the
township, viz: Oamie Leeds, of Laguna, X. M. ; Josecito Ross, of Laguna,
.n. M.; William Paisano, of Iiguna, X.
M., and Martin Luther, of Lagunn,

Mall

LAS VFGAS, N. M.

M. BERGER

Champagne

The

Auto. Phone 626.

114

W. Copper Ave

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.
Automatic Phone 528.

Livery and Boarding Stables

WANT ADS

Any person who desires to protest
against tho allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reas in
under the laws and regulations of the
interior department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, und to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register

Colorado Phone 69

W.J.PATTERSON

MORNING JOURNAL

X. M.

i

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CO.

lOc

Drink Blood of the Grape

W.

lie names the following witnesses

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
.

I'-

THE
BANK OF COMMERCE"

PRICES

Rromner's Putter Wafer. .
dices Sandwich, large
Cheese Sandwich, small...
Five (clock Tea
Fii Newtons
Clraham Crackers
Lemon Snaps
Marshmallow Dainties ....
Oat Meal Crackers
Old Time Sugar Cookies. .
Pretzelettes
Royal Toast
Saltine
Saratoga Flakes

(Small Holding Claim No. 1621.)
Notice for Publication.
Department cf the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 8, 190G.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections 18
and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891
(2G Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 189.1 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be mad"
before 1'nited States court commissioner at San Rafael. X. M., on the
lfith day of July. 19(Ki, viz: Mafia
Concha for the small holding claim
No. 1621, situated in Sec. 25, T 10 N
H.

15,000.0b

O. N.

THE BEST CRACKERS

and Very Dark Hair.
The Father of his Country concealed a luxuriant suit of hair beneath
his queue wig. Many now wlm the
old fashion were In vogue, to conceal
Yet no
thinned hair or baldness.
one need have th'n hair nor he bald,
if he cure the dandruff that causes
both. Dandruff cannot he cured by
scouring the scalp, because it is a
germ disease, nnd the germ has to
be killed. Xewhro's Horph ido kills
the dandruff germ no other hair
preparation win. "Destroy the cause
you remove the effect." There's no
cure for dandruff but to kill the germ.
Sold by leading druggists.
Send lie
In stamps for sample to The Herpi-- c
ido Co.. Detroit, Mich. B. H. Hrlggs
& Co., special agents.

3U-31- S

BRING RESULTS.

West Silver Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

above-mention-

Mcintosh Hardware Co

cross-examin-

SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST & CO.

It Heals

Without

4 Scar.
ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
The grew magnetized.

Eclipse Hay Presses

o.iUiii(!ancl licaltiiK mil

I
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Capital

"Good Things toEat"

of Mrmlgtll

Suit

--

ten-ye-

of Albuquerque. New Mexico

GROCERY COMP'Y

busy-bodie-

1

i

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

THE JAFFA

it

i

f 100,000.00.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

'

,

jnexico-ArtXnii-

about that one who is always broke
when money is to be laised for church
purposes. Such are usually liberal
contributors, to worldly amusements.
They may be found at the club rooms,
the race track, or theater on almost
all occasions, but financially unable
to help support the hurch to which
they belong.
How ny one can sum
up courage to palm off such frauds
on the church of Christ, under the
guNe of religión, is nough It sooiiim
to make the nngels blush. Of the sincerity of such, we Aoiild suggest, let
there be serious doubts.
W'e may stand in ilouM of that one
who seems to be gifted In the art of
finding fault
of others,
because
Christianity is not destructive in its
na.ture, but constructive. It does not
seek to destroy the peace, happiness,
and character of it- - fellows by finding fault o fthem. hut, on the o'her
hand, it seeks the l est in them, that
It may build thereon
adding to their
happiness, eace and character. Our
Iiord taught us In ILs sermon on the
mount, that the mote hunter Is not
only a doubtful, b it a dangerous
character.
We may have gi v.- doubts about
the busybody and 1! tattler, for tiny
nre closely related, We infer from
what St. Paul says That the busy-n- 't
work, except
body Is one that d
as he busies hlmse with other,
pies' affairs." He
"And wtth- al they learn o b i.lle, wandering
house; nnd not
about from house
s,
only idle, but tattle: also, and
speaking things they ought
not." St. Paul again, in speaking of
the Thessa Ionian. iy, "For we hoar
that there are sonic which walk
among you disorderly, working not at
There Is
ail, but are bttsybodles."
truth in tho old saving. lha,t "An Idle
mind la the devil's workshop," and
this does not apply to children only.
Peter says, "Let none of you suffer as
a busybody in Othe
nn n s maMers."
Solomon, who lived in an age when
plainness of speech was more corn- mon than now. said. He that passeth
with strife belong
by, and meddlc-ting net to him. Is like one that takc'.h
a dog by tho ears." About this class
we might safely say with St. Paul. "I
stand in doubt of you."

1
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NEW.

Capital and Surplus,
!

Collection Box

For Winking at

ALBUQUERQUE,

ium! KING CACTUS
OIL. never loavch ir if.

Prof. Dean's

ftlffli (JK1I1MI

S B

King Cactus Oil
cures

ureic. nwclllnir,

nit,
ir"l

pralu.

liltc'H.

braltcM,

clinpned

I,

EF

OLNCV & McDAIO.
1; your drcgiclut
1,

R. P. HALL, Proprietor

by

ENTERPRISING

imrctasTS.

W. E. MAUGER
&

Boston
321 West Gold Avenue

E

B

U Y I N G.

OLD OAKEN RUCKET"
wiis all well enough in Its way, but It
wouldn't work in town or city nowadays. Modern plumbing takes It's place
and fills It better If the plumbing has
been dune- pfoperly. That's where we
come In strong that's why we confidently claim at least a share of your
custom. May we have it?

'

ALL

WOOL
Representing Mauger

O R

"THE

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

nupply.
Rale

R

nlcl

At druKRliiH In lüc, sue and 11 bOttlM, 19
dec-- i .ruled
ond
caul, or aeut prepaid liy tht

Clinton, Iowa,

THEM

.1

harOeü wire cuts on animals, Kcrucss
unci uní .: i:ali. lunnie. Itch, and all hurts
of man or Least,
mannfactnrem.

E

Iron and Brass Castings, Ora, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grata
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Build-Ing- s,
Repairs on Mining and
Mlllin- - Machinery in Our Specialty
FOUNDRY
East Side Railroad Track, Albuanerque

We carry the Flneat Lina of
Garden Hose in tha City.
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
"J
HEATING COMPANY.
Colo. Phone. R 284. Auto. Phone 6Tt
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquenw

Avery

Al buquerque

Do

YourEyesTiouble You?

A. E. WALKER

REFORM - BIFOCUDS

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Automatic 'Pimm- 721.
-

Toti&Gradi

Dealer In
PP.OVISIQN8. HAY.
JRAL1 AND FUEL.
Fine Lias of Imimrted Wines. Liquors
ml l
Your
For Hila Line With Orders
Us.

GROCERIES,

p,.

NORTH THIRD STREET

I EXAMINE Til EM FREE
Every Pair" of Glnasc Fitted Guaranteed Absolutely t'orreot. No
Guessing scientific Methods
ONLY USED.

C.H. CARNES, O.D.

Graduate Optician
With H. Ysnow
114 R. R. Ave.

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LENS. NOTHING TO I1BKAK
APART OK INTEWFEIÍF

WUH TUB
SIGHT.

ANUFACTUIiED

BY

THE

m

BEBBLR OPTfTAT.
ALBUQUERQUE
N.MKX.

PAQE

THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL',
Springs. There they left Hern that
night and started for this city, and
ROAD
OF
that Hern. had probably 110. He hada
for three .lays been complaining of
old. but Mr. Baca says he suflered a
slight sunstroke while working at th
wool press on the Richard ranch, and
UulluMiug on the Const Linos.
this Is no doubt the direct cause that
FOR COWS KILLED
The Santa Fe railroad company is
led up to his death, for he complained
opening up a gravel pit near Hack-berr- y
of his head hurling him. The remains
and will soon have a large
were hurled at Colorado Springs.
force ot men at work getting out
William Hern wat born and raised
gravel for ballasting along the roud
In this country, was the son of Mr.
between Peach Springs and Wallapai.
AN
and Mrs. Robert Hern, now residing
The gravel train from Kingman will
at Dawson, this couUtv. He was a
ballast the road as far east as Walldeaf mute and received an ordinary
apai. The gravel found in the caneducation at the territorial deaf and
yon south of that town Is said to bo
His undumb school at Santa Fe.
the best on the line of that road.
to the Morning Journal.
Special
timely death, occurring as it did.
CLAIM FOR DAMAGES PUT
8.
Word among strangers, is deplored by all.
Phoenix. Ariz., July
RATON OR.H.CTS TO TARGET
RANGE IN HEART OF CITY reached here today from Superior
FORTH IN UNIQUE LETTER
C. H. Patterson,
who is holding mining camp n Pinal county of a
EUREKA WHITE LIME WnX
the position of machine foreman at Fourth of July tragedy in tiiat camp NOT CRACK. lt)l' OR BLISTER;
ARCHITECT
the Santa Fe shops, has been placed as a result of which Tom Lee, for- INSIST ON YOUR
Railroad officials receive all sorts under JI00 bonds in Justice Bayne's merly of Texas, is dead with a bullet SPECIFYING IT. HAHN A. CO.
tf
with
people
of ridiculous letters from
court, on a charge of discharging through his heart. He was shot by
grievances,
imagined
grievances or
firearms within the city limits of Ra- Sim Neighbors, a well known cattle
OUNCE OF PREVENTION DISINbut the following, which is a verbat- ton, says the Range. Patterson and man. Lee was a prospector, about 50 FECT WITH
WRITE
EUREKA
im copy of a communication received a number of other individuals who years of age, and was celebrating the LIME.
CHEAPEST, STRONGEST,
at the headquarters of a southweststyle,
"was
western
and
in
true
live with him on North First street. Fourth
BEST. HAHN .V CO.
ern railroad a few days ago, making has been in the habit of holding tar- very drunk and on the lookout for
claim for cattle killed, is about one get practice each evening. The range any kind of trouble. Karlier in the
Moral! mi Journal Want Ada
named
of the richest the mall has ever is located In the front yard and the day he assaulted a mine-ownBrhi"; Results.
brought, in composition, spelling and bullets have been flying over the William Winsor, with a rock, injuring
severely.
him
other features:
neighborhood.
rowas
Patterson
Notice of Sub- of Chattel Under
Toward evening, without warning,
Dear Sir Did yure injinear tell you il uested on several occasions to stop
Chattel Mortgase.
he has kiled too couse belongln to this practice ami the neighbors final- he entered the room where Neighbors
was sleeping, and attacked him with Whereas. Walter H. West, on the llili
me he sed he would tel you and the ly lodged a complaint
In
Justice
of May, 1U06. by his certain chatkonduckter to thay klled them kiled liayne's court. The particular case a large rock. Neighbors ran to his day mortgage
of that date conveyed to
them tonite as thay cam acros the on which Patterson was placed under stable, near by, and secured a rr.vo' tel
comrode at my plals whare I have got bonds occurred last Friday evening. ver. When he returned, he met Leo The
in the street.
The latter refused to pany,
a crosln and when i put my crosin In Patterson gave the bonds.
regulation
Three No. 1
surrender, and Neighbors shot twice.
you sed you was puttin up a tense
including
The first bullet missed. Did the sec- bowling alleys, complete,gutters,
on eche side of the rode that wud
pit
ond found the heart. The verdict of bowling bed, foundation
keap critter from getin klled you
the coroner's Jury was justifiable horn- - and approach; also divisions, two roput up a hel of a fense too caffs MIKING
REVIEW
OF
cushions.
leather
chutes,
three
iturn
our
a
after
broak it to kindelin wood
three pit mats, three improved score
yure fense gang went down the rode
registers, three sets ten pins, thirty
h
fired
injinear
be
to
yure
out
bowling balls, one set (8) Perfection
MUTE
DEAF
MEXICO
U?
NEW
and
graid
a
thare
is
knos thare
reflectors, one alley brush, one gut-- 1
comes down thare hel bent every
THE WEEK IN NEW
tcr brush, eight 12 foot oak sedees,
nite the couse he kiled was yerelin
with cushion for same; which said
heffers brand bar J bar, swallow
END
MEETS UNTIMELY
property is now located in the storefork on rite ear and left ear under
room at No. 11S West Gold avenue, in
hacked 1 want the money for thethe City of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
couse and if vure injinear kils anuthand which said mortgage was tiled Mi
IN COLORADO
ur one of my couse I will see that
record on the 12th day of May. 1906,
to
geting
yure injinear is not a hour
recorded in Book "F" of Chattel
and
you
kiled
have
hel after the couBe
Mortgages, page 230, In the office ot
yure
darn
more stock for me that
rethe probate clerk and
(Springer Stockman)
rode is wurth and you wont pay for
corder of Bernalillo county. New MexCoKax County.
rodea
rail
of
last
got
the
Friday
along
we
befour
here
ltt
Word reached
ico, to secure the payment to the said
Gold and Copper Deep Mining Comcame and a dam site bctir than we do
comweek that Win. It. Hern, well known The
now my critters is al i have on urth pany lias its tunnel in 2.000 Teet and in Springer, where he lived
many pany of the sum of $1,252. togethel
to live on and if yure injinear can has encountered a number of rich years, frojn the chief of police of Colper
eight
cent
at
With interest thereon
k'il one every time he gets drunk all stringers of ore.
Springs, that he had died there per annum, evidenced by sixteen
company
orado
The
will
i say is this unided stals has eon to
continue the bore another 1,500 feet. that morning. Word was at once promissory notes of said date, three
s
the devvel the couse will be 5
sent to Dawson, where his parents ale for $100, eaeli payable July 1st, AuGrnnt County.
hoping you are wel.
living.
No particular! further than gust 1st and September 1st, HlOfi, reThe
'Zinc
Empire
Company
shipped
fly
Ojrt
leaves
The letter Is written
the following Colorado Springs spec- spectively: twelve notes for S75 each,
It litis como anil wo were never
two
high
grade
of
carloads
ore
is
zinc
uppcurs,
Rj
and
It
book,
torn from
ial to the Denver News has been re- payable the first day of each following
better iihlc to ciKcrtula It.
to
Kas.,
Hanover
from
Iola.
hist
week.
one
in lead pencil.
ceived:
consecutive month thereafter and
Trent your throat at
Burro .Mountain A large consignidentity
of
1.
died,
1906;
the
note for $52. payable October
"Just before he
ment of Frue vanners has been haulet Wm. B. Hern, who was taken to St.
our beautiful fountain.
And whereas, by said chattel mortAIR BRAKE INSTRUCTION CAR
ARRIVES IN ALBUQUERQUE to this company's concentrator whore Francis hospital yesterday, became gage it was provided that in case deThe man succumbed at an fault should be made In the payment
The air brake taistrurt ion car ar- extensive improvements are being known.
early hour this morning, after a mys- - of any or either of said notes or ot any
rived Saturday night from Las Ve made.
part thereof, or the interest thereof,
Monarch Group This property In terious illness, believed to havi le
gas and the railroad men here will
on the day or- days on which the tame
the Barro Mountain district was sold
insed bv starvation
be put through a scries of examinalast week by Theo. W. Carter to Loa
"Ho was a deaf mute, but left his should become duo and payable, then
few days.
tions for the next
É
Angeles parties, headed by H. L. name scribbled on a card behind him. all of the said notes, both principal
I
Martin.
This was the pitiful appeal he made and interest, should at once become
SANTA EE ENLARGING
YARDS IS EL PASO
Santa Rita The company is aver- to an expressman who saw him fall due and payable.
NEW- in a faint:
And whereas said Walter II. West
Announcement is made by the San- aging i shipment of one car of high to "the sidewalkchief
of police come af- has failed to pay the said promlSBOO
'Have the
ta Fe that double tracks will be laid grade copper ore dally. Considerable
me. I am very awful sick. I have note, of $100, payable July 1. 1908, and
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL
from 101 Paso to the .smelter In the' development and prospecting work is ter
Brunswick- -'
The
no friends to come after me, and ray said mortgagee,
very near future and that the yard also being done.
company,
AMERICAN BEAUTY
has elected
Monarch M. & R. Co., Which is de- bodv Is all nerves.'
trackage Is to be enlarged In order
hos to declare all of said noli s as due and
to
was
the
taken
Hern
"When
increasing
in
Carproperties
veloping
the
several
to accommodate the fast
CHERRY SISTERS
he had payable under the terms of said mort
penter district, has arranged for the pital, it was not known it that
business of the road in that city.
was feared gage, and the same are now' in detautt
note, and
this
written
n
concentrating
weT
a
improvements
erection
of
for
the
Plans
man would die Without his name for
approved by General Manager Hurley plant which will be completed this the
Corner Flrsr Street and Copper Avenue.
Notice is hereby given that the unbeing known. He was 45 years old.
and the work will begin as soon as summer.
is believed, had been herding dersigned, The
C. F. Sr I.
The company is ship- and, it In
the material arrives. Improvements
company, as mortgagee of said
the vicinity of Ramah. Colo.
and enlargements in the joint ware-hous- ping 500 tons of iron ore from Fierro sheep
David Law Is Investigating." above described property, lias taken
operated by the Santa Fe and and the output is to be shortly In- Coroner
Wh. Hern wat a young man. He possession of the same under said
the Mexican Central, will also be creased to 1.000 tors dally. The comhere for Kuhn's Crossing. Colo., mortgage, and will on Friday, the
made. The Santa Fe will spend sev- pany has recently purchased the left
during
the latter part of April and 10th day of August, HtOO. at the hour
making
'.he
canon.
In
Brockman mines in Hanover
eral thousand dollars
worked for a sheepman named Jarvls of 10 o'clock a. ni., of said day, at the
necessary changes.
numbered IIS West Gold
S:nta Fe County.
Richard near there. The Stockman store-rooI .,
Keystone The owners of this prop- has always felt an Interest in him on avenue in the city of Albuquerque,
FREIGHT BUSINESS INCftEAWNfi erty
physical New Mexico, offer for sale and sell to
doing considerable develop- account of his unfortunato
on sluvER city i,i m: ment are
work, and at the same time tak- condition, and has kept track of him. the highest bidder for cash the above W. L.
CO
City1 is still
I
mcTiTsilver
ra
Freight
ing out some good ore. Which is being The theory of starvation is hardly described property for the purpose ot
satisfying
notes
the
on the) increase, and has been for the reduced In the mill at the mine.
probable. As to the cause of Herns paying off and
LIVERY. FEED AND TRANSFER
last tWo years. Monday there were
death, we believe Bañárselo Baes or and indebtedness secured to be paid
...STABLES.
Gold Bullion This company
fifty-fou- r
Wilmortgage,
Baca,
with
said
bv
cars of freight in the local
chattel
Mr.
active operations in the Gol- this city tells it.
F.- - '
A
1
R
LLF.N
LK
DR
BRUNSWICK-Francisco
LeDoux.
yarda Two freight tralpe from Dem- - den district
last week, when its new liam Hern. Julian
Tint Class Turnouts at Reasonco.
Ing arrived that day and a third was dredge was put in commission. Th Abeyta, Alberto Valdez and Fabrico
able Rates.
By E. L. MEDLBR,
on the way when it 'was stopped at machine Is the invention of Manager LeDoux. left the Richard ranch on
Old Phone 2 COLORADO PHONE, Blk 93
Arlty. for Mortgagee.
New Phone 123.
Wednesday of last week for Colorado
Whitewater by Station Agent Cory, J. A. Wood
who wiredthat there was not sufficient
yard room to accommodate the extra cars, and the train as held over
until the following day, when the
yard had been partly cleared.
The time has not been tar distant
when i mixed train from Deniing was
sufficient to accommodate the passenger and freight traffic into Silver
City. Now a straight passenger train
Is required to handle the passenger
traffic, while a freight train every
and Best Store
Albuquerque's
day stnd sometimes two a day are
found essential in transporting freight
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
to tills point. The Comanche smelter
and the other extensive mining ope- rations around Silver City are responi
sible ljor this phenomenal itierease in
the last two years. The Silver City
brandh is now one of the heaviest
feedws on the Santa Fe system and
bids fair to become even more so
within the next six months. Silver
City Enterprise.

MIS

10

long; then watch for the dirt flyinsr
in the construction camps that will
surveyed
be strung along the line
from Colorado to the Santa Fe line
in McKinley county.
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SPECIAL SALE

JULY

TRAGEDY IN

Of
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Saturday, July 7th.
Look at my windows

end circulars.
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Brunswick-Balka-Collend-

er

te

M.

MEXICO

Brunswick-Balke-Collend-

MANDELL
Fine Clothing a.nd Furnishings

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS

er

The Soda Thirst

dol-ler-

Balke-Collend-

1

Rakes, Plows,
Lighting
FÍÍJI RE

WITH

US

er

J. KORBER.

100-to-

Brunswlek-Dalke-Col-lende-

&

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

r-

o,

ORJELLY'S

USE DIAMOND ICE

.

TRIMBLE

com-menc-

AUTOMATIC PHONE

THE ECONOMIST
Brightest

SPECIAL SALE OF CHILDREN'S WEAR

SFTS FIRE TO
CAR IN ESTANCIA YARDS
morning about 3
Tuesday
On
o'clock our people were startled by
the cry of "tire and hastily dressing
found; it to be one of the bunk curs
In thf local yards. For several nights
this car has been the palatial home
of yeary Willie, alias Michael McCarthy, alias something else. It is
supposed that, on account of the
rain, Mike became cool and built a
Are in the car, which got beyond his
control while taking a nap, and h
tllOBfht belter to move on. when
discovered the car was too far burned to be saved, and one er.d
had
fallen onto a flat standing next to It.
Throffgh the prompt action of about
fifteen of our boys, under the captaincy of Jack Kelley and Bill Reed,
the cars rrtv the end of the switch
were run onto another switch, and
the burning cur run down to the water
crane, where It was quickly extln- irninhed
Probable this Is thf first
time that a fire department, falling
to secure water at the location of a
fire, took the Are to the location of
the water. No further damage was
done than the destruction of the
one car, and if this rids the town of
Mike it will probably be" to the good.
Estancia News.
HOBO

A Boon to Mothers'
American women.

Any

IV?
I

1

I

Garment
in this

i

line

In this assortment will be found garments to fit
years of age. All good muslin. All well made.
sale a big lot of Drawers and Corset Covers, Just
than you can buy the material to make them of,

19c for any

I

'Best Values

J

of these fine styles

TOO

0:0

110

701

051

1

children from 1 to 14
We will also place on
received, at prices less
from 19c each and up

118

IWIIK INDINO JUL, 14

Garments
made than
these at
mm

.".OH

e)er offered at 29c

12

flo beffer

25c

IOc

w

it m m
ROAD FROM DURANGO To
MEXICAN LINE A CERTAINTY
Trtc activity on the southern exten-

sion of the Arizona and Colorado
unabated.
railroad continues
This
road ihs a line from Bowie, Arls., to
Pearce, and the Douglas Internation
states In a recent lssuo
that a survey down the Sulpher
Springs valley had been completed
within the past few days from Pearco
to Dnuglac
Below Douglas a largo
force of Surveyors with their Instruments are now working on a line
In thtr neighborhood of Cumpas, and
from there to the Yaqul river.. Chief
Engineer McFarland last week rebelow
turned from the country
Douglas but would give no Information as to the Immedlato intentions
of the company. People In southern
Arliona who are chpely watching the
railroad situation say that the Arisona and Colorado Is sure to bo
built from Durango to the Interna
tional Jlne very soon. Just nt pres- ent tal end of the line Is being
held Bp by litigation with the D.
A R. G Last week a referee was appointed to hear both sides of the controversy and U is expected that n
decision, JtUl be reached, before very

factory by clean
Children's Underwear at Prices less than you would have to pay for the materials. All made in a sanitary
exactly like these illustrated.
Seams felled and some double stitched. Look at the illustrations and the prices, We give them

70S

IS!

702

Í9Í

(THE 'ALBUQUERQUE

PACE FOTO.
naturally expect that ehiltlren born
deaf could not speak and that chit-- 1
I dren
who lost their power of hearing
before they were 10 years of ajjee
'could sp ik only imperfe. tly. It Is1
to find:
therefore rather surprising
'that 25 per cent of those horn deaf!
can speak and that about H'Z per cent
of those becoming deaf between th-ages of ó and 10 tan speak pSrfOI ilv.
The conclusion is, therefore, that th"
schools for the deaf are atetas
client work in teaching articúlale'
speech.
Ability to Head tin Ups.
Of the totil number of deaf, 14 471
reportad that they could read the lips,
II.tM that they OOttld not. and 60.- So far as the
27 did not report.

MORNING JOURNAL.

Monday.

I

NEWCOMER WILL
PROBABLY DO

TWENTY-SIXT-

SftNTfifE

DEPUTY

REFUSES

MARSHAL

o

Money to Loan
Furniture.

DISCUSS

TERRITORIAL

1'

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico, September

17

to

22,- -

inclusive, 1906

,

Fairs for a

i

leeeee I

1

OUT

I

used
un! writing, but not speech! 7.1' per
only; 4.7
rent used

OF

per cent used
speech, and writing; and
5.7 per cent used various other combinations.
( iniscs of Deafness.
Affection of the middle ear cause.
deafneaa in 72. H per cent of the cases,
while the percentage! r.r deafness
cauad by affection of 'he internal and
the external ear were 25.6 and 1.8.
respect ively.
i if
the diseases which resulted in
deafness the most Important is cawere
tarrh,
other diseases which
reported in large numbers of cases
were as follows, in the Order of dl- r.
Bcarlel
mlnlshing importance:
disease of ear. meningitis, colda
measles, typhoid foyer, brain fever.
ami
Influente, and malarial fever
quinine. Malarl.il lever and quinine
is given is a disease, for it is doubtful if malarial fever without quinine
More than
would produce deafness.
90 per lent of the deafness from
meningitis, and brain
It arle! fever,
tevef, more than 75 per cent of that
due to measles, and more than (G
per cent of that due to diseases of
the ear occurred in childhood! on 'he
other hand, mote than (0 per cent
of the deafneaa from Influenm, catarrh, ami colds occurred in adult
finger-spellin-

1,200

BLIND

oiitiniicil l imn I'age I. ( of 7 )
blind gainfully employed. Hi. in. roily were engaged ni agricultural pursuits, the percentage so engaged being considerably higher than in the
general population.
rin Deaf.
The report on the deaf gives not
only the data concerning color, sex.
nativity, marital condition, school attendance, ami occupations, bul also
much Information in regard to deaf-nes- s
as a defect and to the ability of
the deaf to communicate.
In colle. ting the liguies for Ibis report the census enumera tot s w ere instructed i,, return the name, sex. age,
and postoffice address of every person who could not understand loudly
shouted conversation.
The object of
Ibis definition of the deaf was to
alimlnate from the rent all who were
(

almply

'hard

hearing.''

of

'

My

with the persons return-iby the enumerators uní with
the
special schools for the deaf, it was
discovered that many had
f
erroneously laaalfled
.,s
Aldeaf.
though some of these eaaea were
eliminated, n seemed best to Include
those who wrote that, in spite of
the enmeratora eta temen!
to
the
contrary, tiny could hear loudly
shouted conversiilloii. he. MU.se in uch
eaaea the defect in bearing undoubtedly approached cloaely total deaf
ness
Mich persons h ne been class!- In d soparle lv as the
,.., n ,., 11.. ,!,..
i
lass w hi. h inchiil
by no means
all the partially ileal in the United
Stales, is every cfror was made to
eliminate those who
im rylv
hard or hearing."
one iii Ever IM Pergons hear.
According io ihis method of classification, Hi. total number of deal w is
finally determined to In- 89,287, or
0110
every .S.'.ll of t,e general population. There were 17,426
totally
deaf and
51, Ml
partially
deaf.
Among the total number
or dent
".77:: were also blind
and M.tC!
dumb.
How these figures compare
with
bos.. i,i,i;
al earlier census is a
difficult
question
to determine
the method of collecting ami clasal- tying the statistics has been so frequently changed that the results are
not perfectly comparable,
in the
cenaua of
g0 the whole number
of do. if persons returned was 121, 17S,
of
''it per million of population;
whcrcis In the present census the
"bole number was Hy.:'S7, or 1.17.",
per million of population.
Probably
no accurate conclusions
regarding
the comparative prevalence. ,,r deafneaa ' in be drawn from these liguies,
the returns for IS90 are undoubt-Uexcessive, while those for :tij
at di detent.
In ilness upon the whole is mot.
common In the northern part of the
United Slates than in the southern.
Tin north Atlantic ami north central
divisions show a larger ratio
pel
minion than tin- south Atlantic and
lh(
uih central, and the largest
tio of an is round in the New England
d

I

i

i

,

i

a-

-

,

Slates.
Mor.

Deaf Mai
Than Préñale.
r the total number or
dear. 46.
915, or 52.
per coin, were males
and 41,271, or 4 7.6 per cent, Were
límales. Sin,,, in the general population only .".1.1 per '"lit were males
nd tl.l per cent ware females, n
Would teem that there Is some truth
111
the hypothesis that
niales anillólo exposed to accidents than
or more susceptible io tie di
eases which produce deafness.
Negroes constitute it. I per cenl of
the general population and onl) i.i
per . Ill of the deaf. That the in
groea seem less susceptible to 'bar
ties- - thin the whites is probably dm
to less complete returns
from the
negro deaf.
riie proportion ,,f m
groea Is larger among those becoming di if in hlldhood and also among
in- - loi .iiv ileal than It is in lln ag- greg tte do if population.
Tin age when deafness occurred is
definitely stated lor XI. .'.tin persons,
Shd ol I hex :.: per rent became deaf
before the age of 20 years. 4 a n, r
cenl before Hie age of 10 years. 40
per cenl before the ago of r, yarn,
ami Ik per cent aere born daf.
'if the totally deaf. Ill per ,,.r,t
re so from
(
hlldhood (under
yiin of age), and 36 per ci ni from
birth
More than
f
of lh?
totally deaf lost all power of hsaiing
before hey were 2 yean "id.
f the partially deaf about one- third her ame deaf before the; were
a year
old.
between H
and 4". and one-thiafter reat hlug
the ngo of 40.
hllll) lo SjMiik.
of the 9,27 persons returned as
d"af, iM.r.ol were able to njieak well.
9.417 were tl.!.- it, speak Imperfectly,
lid 24.367 roiiht not
teak at ail
Praetle.-illall of thone who speak
Imperfectly or not at ail lost theli
hearlna In hlldhood (under 20 yggri
of ..gei
(in iho other han. I the majority of deaf who npeak well losl
their hearing In adult life of the
deaf and dumb, more ihm :i6 per
cent were reported ax totally1 deaf,
It Will IhllK he o en thai the ability
to 'pi tk i dependent largely upon
two factors the period of life when
deafnoM occurred and the degree
Of
De.ifnem
deafneAli.
Interferes
rather with the acqulnltlon of speech
than wdlh Its retention after It has
once been acquired.
An peei h im an acquired gift, dependent for lis development
and
perfection largi lv upon Hie ibility in
it usod toiutantly. one would
.
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thoroughbred While Roeks and

Saleswoman, young,
WANTED
must he experienced, and be able to
speak Spanish. Attractive salary to
right person. Only parties with all
qualifications and capable need apply.
Write and send references Immediately to the John Booker Company, He-

Minor-

ca chickens; also Homer pigeons. R.
IS. El wood, 1109 N. Eleventh st.
J13
four-rooModern
SALE
FOR
house. T. E. Gargan, 507 N Twelfth 1.1
FOR SALE. Horse, Imikkv andhar-- I
ness, cheap. TO- - West Coal aye.
tf
FOR SALE. A thoroughly reliable

len, New Mexico.
WANTED
A girl for general house'family driving horse.
Light spring work. Apply 914 W. Railroad ave. tf
lniKiiy.
Also hiiKfry pole.
Call 417
LOST
jCi
gouth Walter street.
Li iST 1'earl and garnet stick pin.
FOR SALE Cow ponies. Thirty Binder take to tilobe Store and re- JD
head first class cow ponies, various celve uitable reward.
ages, mostly young, all sound, no sore
ATTOKNKY8.
hacks nor locoed horses in hunch, and R. W. D. II RYAN
Jill in prlUe condition. Price $30 per
Attorney at Law.
Office In First Nalioi.ai bank bulld-Ini- r.
head. Can be seen any day at short
AlbuauerQue, N. M.
notice. Will C. Barges, Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
PHYSICIANS.
gas. dine DR. R. L, HU8Í
FOR SALE A
Room
N. T. Arlmllo Bid.
engine, all complete, J. F. Palmer,
Tuberculosis treated with Hlsrh Frn- 501 N. First st.
:t (iiicncy
Electrical Current and Germl-Icid- e.
Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
1,7 90 will buy a nine-- j
POR SALE!
room brick house, bath, cellar, clec-- ! if, '.'. rn. Trained nurse In attendance.
five-hor-

8,

$1.000.110

11,000.00
$1,000.09

$ 1,500
$ 1,000

Cowboy Relay Races Ladies' Half-aiilRace
Manoeuvcrs by United States Troops
llaby Snow
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma Ball
Carnival Attraction, with Twenty Big Shows on the Streets

Both phones.

trie lights, bit 71x101), In Highland-!- ,
Cement walk, shade. P, 0.
Rix a IS.
FOR SALE Soda fountain. T.
Topham.
New and second-han- d
FOR SALI
hnr 'es at Albuuueraue Carriage Co.
POK RENT.
FOR RENT Sheep range to lease,
line grass, unfailing water, patented
lands: located in Sierra county. Ad-- i
dress C. C. Miller. Hlllsboro, New

DR. J. H. WROTH

close in.

$1.000.00

Puises for Baseball
Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

'

rhysician and Surgeon.

Alhuuueraue, N.

Mexico.
'

au

I

..fx,i Ji
I

.

I

non

,

.....

.

DR. W. G.

Eye. Ear. Nose. Throat,
n. ulist and Aurist
for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office .113 'A W. Railroad av.
,.,
Hours ;i (,,
i3() t f. p. tn.
:.
DEM ISTS.
DR. J. M. KRAFa
L'.. K' OIL
JJiilcil om
Rooms 15 and IB (irant Block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods com Dan v.
i uioma i ii I'hone 272: Colorado. 154.
E. J. ALGER. D. D. S.
Offices: Ariml.io block, opposite Gol.
don Rule. Office hours. 8:30 a. m. to
12:30 p. m.: 1:20 to 5 d. m. Auto-maltelephone 462.
Appointments
made by mail.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist
Auto Phone 691.
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block. ever
Loarnard and Lindemann.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. SPENnillR
V, O. WALE1NCFORD
Architects.
Rooms 46 find ?, Harnett Bulldlna.
Holh 'Phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS

'iíLJ'TT
UtlCr All
...

'

i

pos,!.,,,,,., .vimos i,y
tf
"'' - Edith st.
FOR RENT 3 to á room nouses,
modern; also storerooms. Storeroom
12 rooms connected,
w. K. McMilllon, real estalo broker, j
W. Cold
.

"'

I

1

ave.

ic

J9

for

Homeopathic.
and Surgeon.
Rooitl lJLWhitlna Black.
SHÁDRACH

PhyBician

"

-

M.

DR. J. E. RRONSON

--
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of Consanguinity,
Is
Winn the subset of deafness
considered from 'he point of view of
it
seem
would
that
consanguinity,

heredity has played a part in producing congenital deafness ami the
deafness net Hi ring in adult life.
whereas, deafness occurring in early
hi
nod, after birth and under the
r - is probably Io a large eX- t,.Mt adventitious,
a tendency
Wh
a family.
toward ear trouble exists
It may lie dormant
and unsuspected
until some serious illness attack
the
member of the family, when
weakness is revealed and deafneaa is
produced, lu such cases deafness Is
attributed to the disease and tint to
the weakness,
although
both are
probably contributivo causes.
School Ytutnduuct.
In ml
win, had attended
Thi
.ti por cenl of the deal, i it
forme
illy
per cenl had al
the I.
deaf
ded
in ds, us compared
enl of the partially
deaf,
who lost hearing In
fole they wen ri years old. 81.6 per
cent
led pectal schools.
tccupations.
it bast in years of age
if tl
among the i leaf, :n..'i per cent were
e tnployed, as
gainfully
compared
with no. 2 petr cent among the general
pOpUUI lion,
Deafness is, therefore, to
some extent a dra wbai k ill securing
emploj no ni. allhoilgh llie deaf, as a
class, can by no means he o msldered
dependent.
it he deaf who wero
gainfully employed mi." per cenl
were found in ocelli latloni in which
perfect or even m 11 la hearing Is
It is especially Inter
not essential.
esting to iiolj' thai the deaf who had
attended school showed s much larg- sr per cent gainfully employed than
those Who had not, and that whether
the employment be skilled or
Is largely determined by school
attendance.

íííÍ'?íÍ'í

2:18. Pace, Hurburg'a Grain Plug t ut Tobacco stake
2:2u Trot. Carnation Cream Slake
9:13 Pace. Mnet & Chandon's White Beal Champagne Stake
2:0!) Face. Mitchell Wagon Slake

Effect

Address X. Y. Z.. Journal.
WANTED At ence, first class walt-- I
er at Santa Fo restaurant, under Savoy
hotel.
WANTED
Laborers, native and
white, and nil trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite restaurant. Thone 379.
WANTED
Position by experienced
grocery or hardware clerk; good references. Address F. G., Morning
vj
Journal office.
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED
2f extra salespeople.

m

Purses for Horse Races...

lit.

MALE HELP WANTED.
tvA.TKU solicitor ior city work.

i

.111

but
nothing

g,

LABEL

Apply Monday. B. Ilfold & Co.
Toung lady cashier for
WANTED
FOR SALE Chicken ranch and Mills Penny Arcade, 216'4 S. Second
.19
registered Jersey eow; fresh. W. H. st. Apply Monday and Tuesday.
McMilllon, nal estate broker, 211 W,
Girl lor general houseWANTED
Cold ave.
work. Apply from 9 lo 12 mornings.
tf
FOR SALE At a sarritlce, all my S09 Copper avenue.
McMilllon,

H

11

aign-langua- ge

e,

EVERY

i

of a
Century

lingor-spollin-

ONE PERSON

e

Quarter

I
I

Planos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: alao on
salarlea and warehouse receipts, aa
low aa 210.00 asid as high as 2200.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given, Gooda to remain In your
possession. Our ratea are reasonable.
Call and ape ua before borrowing.
Steamshln tickets to and rrom an
oarts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 rnd 4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
S05 West Hal, road Avenne.
loit SALE
Ft Hi. SALE
Railroad ticket lo
1220 South Arno
'lib ago. cheap.
street.
j"
drop-hea- d
FOR BALE Singer
sewing machines. 3 ami 4 Grant bldg
FOR BALH A nice driving pony.
Second-han- d
saddle and harness. W.

ÜNIÓN

On

FAIR

Of
til.. .....'.
bi confined to the totally
bVaW

THE NATTER lip - reading
deaf. This fact docs not arise from
' r
any natural Incapacity of the parti
the art, but
C. K. Ni'wi oincr. the popular hlef ally deaf to acciulre
deputy United Matea marshal under from conditions Which interfere with
its acquislon. A partially deaf per'. M. Forakcr. was seen by a Morning Journal reporter yesterd iy. and son. In an effort to favor Ins better
away
asked as to the truth of the rumor ear, usually turns his head hi'
is
whom
that ho had ticrn offered tin- position from the person with totally
deaf
while a
of clerk in the territorial penitentiary
person watches the speaker's mouth.
at Santa Ee.
Is now taught in the
'Sorry. but T had rather rot gag Speech-readin- g
anything about the matter," B.iiJ Mr. schools for the deaf, and thus many
of the deaf from childhood have had
Newcomer, with a MBit.
the opportunity of acquiring the ail
Mr. Kewcomnrs tton-c- o remittal attitude has not prevented the ipread by instruction. It Is rather remark-abl- e
that 4 64 persons who could not
of ,i very positive rumor that In baa
been offered the job. and will in ail speak at all should have been reprobability accept.
Mr. Neweomei turned as able to read the lips. The
has made Albuquerque his home for explanation probably is that the two
many years, and has served with red arts are separate, and that success
In acquiring one does not imply aU'J- it In various public positions, in innumerable friends here will refreí oess in acquiring the oilier.
very much to see him leave tins t y
As the ordinary means of commushould in- accepj the Ban ta K post-tlo- n nication. 67.6 per cent of the deaf
concerning whom the facta wero
as now seems likely,
known, used speo.li. 14. S per cent
TO

I

ALL CIiASSIFIED Alt vTUTTSEMENTR PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

'

TO

8. 1906.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

ANNUAL NEW MEXICO

H

July

RENT. Furnished tent, 8.00
per month. Apply 702 W. Coal.
tf
RENT.
POR
Three furnished
rooms with modern conveniences. 213
South Ano.
tf
KENT.
Fill!
Throe
furnished
."
rooms for housekeeping.
0 South
of June, 190Í, executed by William iinl for a decree ordering the sale of you enter your appearance in said Broad way.
jU
.o e on or before the Mh day of SepHarper and l.ou Harper, Ins wife, lo aiti property to satisfy, pay off and
POW
RENT.
Throe
fu
rnishSd
,1
'detl lh discharge thu Indebledñeás evidenced tember, 1909, the plaintiffs win apply
F. Harcourt, Trustee, r
Vol. z, page l7 of the records ol by said note, and also u.e attorneys io the courl for the relief demanded rooms with bath, (dose in. 108 John
street.
tf
upon
lol
county,
Bernalillo
ii in fees herein provided to be paid, ami in their complaint,
-"
Ft Mt- RENT Four iámñT modern j.
W. E. DAME. Clerk.
block No. fifteen (16) bf the New also for costs of suit; and that an or- (Seal)
FAItWKI.L,
house, close In, Five room modern
has
E. L MEDLER, Attorney for Plffs.
Mexico Town Company addition to the der for service by publication
i'ivil Engineer.
7 a ml s room
City oi Arhuquerque, New Mexico, giv- been made in said cause.
Ttoom 23. N. T. Armlio hulldln
Postoffice address, Albuquerque, house, furnished, 3, 4,
houses for rent. L.
Delaney, 215
Von are further notified that unios?.
en to secure the payment of said nolo,
N. M,
"
ITI ItlN.Mtl.W.
W. Gold ave.
if UK.
L. SCHNÉíñrcn
K
POR KENT Pour
ins furnished
veterinaria n.
gtnsjagsaggsjiisgautsagijiisj
cheap f"f suminer m lib: with bath, utiice 44 .North
Second street. Phone
I luí
i,
N, ñuto 111, enl,,.
lectrlc lights ml teb ph
mack 35. Residence
Second st.
phone Auto 747.
FOR ivi':vF Two rooms for light
' NDKRTAKERS.
housekeeping. 616 W. Coal.
A. BORDERS
store room
fui: It K.N'T
City Dndcrlaker.
"II West Cold avenue. Address
liox Black or white hearse, $5.00. Com138. City.
f mercial Club RuiMIng. Auto telephone
POR RANI
Rooms
for bouse-i- f S16! Colorado, red 115. Albuqueroue,
OCCUR SOMETlHrZS IN
keeping. Corm
Sixth st. and Rail- - New Moxlc ).
road ave.
OUR
BUT(VVr
BAKERIES.
POR RENT Put ashed room El a
tilii'.Ali.
AND CAKKS
flEo
IN
N Second si.
to anv oart of the city, wedQUALITY STrLE
ding
a specialty; satisfaction
cakes
Furnished
RENT
POR
modern
S. N. Mailing.
OR flUlSH
house; also furnished t ms. Inquire ?,";,,r',,lt
Bakery 2JJ7 South Plret atreet Pioneer
after 5 o'clock at 514 W. Coal.
tf
Bl si I ,ss ,nP()RSrtTNITÍE8.
POR RENT -- - Storage room for
"
compaña s incorporated
siock
wool, furniture, etc. Large building
It
VOU have slocks or bonds for s He
8c
211
E. W. Fee.
BROTHERS
S. Second st
lot me try to sell them for you.
POR BENT
Modern
M. Kellogg, Broker, 540 uili- Qeorge
furnished
Vbu
THINGS
WHfRE
CET
rooms, mid South Second st. llpsiair
oithipi.ire llulT.ilo.
iij
W. v. Putrelle,
II
GETTHEn RIGHT.
POK Rati .'
I I
Pleasant furnish i
S
i cl,) HOOT BEKII
S. Third st.
rooms at 3
If
i
VLTON'H liRI (. STORR
POR RENT Furnished rooms hy rXeal
and Loans,
v.
the da
Ml M ill
week Of month, also rooms
l R. IKH
CRM BEEH
lor light housekeeping.
Mm.
Eva
AT THE W HITE I I I'll ST.
Fire
Insurance,
tf
Planting, ill West Lend ave.
tf
Surety Bonds.
(.1
U K
IM
VMKRIC
I IMP.
n
2I2V4 South Second Street.
IS 50 PI l TON, ii
stop
AT Till, WHITE!
ELE
,v co.
Automatic 'Plume 320.
PHANTOM YtH'lt WAV HOME A Nil
FOB SAI-E- .
ntV A IAKS Ol MUNCHENER-- I $l.Miii..
rnmn frame, bath, electric
I
FEE'S HoMi M Ml
A
BRAU
WD"
HOI'
u
BEER.
lights, lot 50x11, In Highlands.
VLTON'M DEI (. STORE.
12,000
brick cottage,
Every little lilt Helps
good
collar, barn, etc., S. Kdlth street.
Hut the use of Special ruled blank.Noli,
12,100hri. k cottage, well
ami hooks in ynur office work helps a
Notice is hereby given thai th final
N. Eighth street.
"big bit." Never Ibntighl of I? Ju U $4.built,
report ol The Montesuma Trust
U00
Two
good
houses, u Iota,
try II. O V8 US your ideas and we will
pany and Bydney Bugene Abel,
Mi o lo
trees, room for two more
he phased to draw up the plans for1
utors of the leal will ami testamonl of
houses; close in; N. Sixth treet.
tin- estate tif D, j, Ahei, deceased, was
books and blanks ami give estimate 4.
2,Z50
t
modern adobe, well
f,.
rncrte
H. s. Mtbgov .v Co..
filed in the probate courl on the Id
built, nicely finished, largo ground".
d n of July, I
Bookbinders,
Hulldlng,
Journal
..mi ih.it Monday,
Good outbuildings, trees and shrubI
csti. '."t. r ivyt.
thi wutirp npttwiNto. cukaco. No. 23
the Ith day of August. Clin;, han boon
bery.
Pouth ward.
lixed by Iho prohale COUrl IS the datS
11,000
h
cement
of the hearing ,,f objections to the
dwelling,
bath, etc. close In.
Do THE MERCHANTS WHO ADVERTISE ALL OF
final scoounl of said executors and tbo
$2,200
fíame dwelling, on
n persona havsettlemenl thereof,
corner close In, lot 76x142, fine
THE TIME THAT THEY WILL .SELL ÚOODJ "BELoW
ing any obje. lions or exceptions to
BnauB
ireos.
"d repoi i .no required to be present
A line .niece nf tin
REALLY MEAN IT? OF COURSE NOT. HOW
ami present (he sime on said date
fwvcil for
na
MONTEZUMA TRUBT COMPANY,
AND BILLIARD Borneio.good ranches for sale close to
POOL
AND
IT
THEY
NOT
IT
KEEP
ARITHColLD
UP?
and
cny.
SYDNEY EUGENE
MEL,
S2.6U0
YOU
CAN
1
UNDERSTAND,
bUT
METIC.
CAN
YOU
brick cottage, bath,
E. L MEDtiER, Attorney for
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60s
142: N, Second atreer.
NOT. HOW THAT AT THÍ.5 5EA JoN OF THE YEAR
PARLORS
Erxecutors.
SI. .100fm m
barn,
shadl trees, elty water, high oca- WHEN SUMMER BUSINESS IS NEARLY OVER THAT
Territory of Nee Mexico, County of
fun.
Bernalillo, In the District ouri.
11.000
A LEGITIMATE STORE MAY WISH TO CLOSE OUT
frame cottage, bath,
Monie.umii Trust Company ami Sydetc.; 8. Arno street.
ney Eugene Abel. SXeculOM of the
11,100
MANY
&OUGHT
LINES THEY HAVE
frame cottage, bath,
Too MANY OF.
estate of D. J. Abel, doce ised, Plainic ngiiis, eiose m.
tiffs,
tli.fioo- - 4 double houses, close In,
BUY
JOB
MANY
MERCHANTS
LOTS
AND
POORLY
vs.
$S0 per month; a good InvestWilliam Harper and im Harper, his
ment. Half cash, balance on time at
MADE GOODS TO SPRING ON THE PEOPLE AT THIS
wife, and I, F. Harcourt, Trustee
8 per cent.
Mo. 7 3
$3,300
Defendant
brick, suitaTIME OF THE YEAR BUT LOOK OUT FOR THESE
ble for rooming or boarding house
3 5
Notice of suit.
on
Highlands.
WoULD
WE
FAKE SALES.
RATHER Do WITHOUT
To William Harper ind I HI Harper
$2,000
frame, bath, electrl
his wife, and 1. f. Uarcoart, Truslights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x142,
GIVE
THAN
OUR PATRONS POOR
To
BUSINESS
tee, defendants:
N j Cheap 'tables
Ii'oiirth ward.
or Broken Balls.
You are hereby notified dial a suit
$1,300
frame, near shops.
WE ARE HERE TO STAY.
EVEN AT
his been begun in the district conn
$2,260
frame cottage; modof Bernalillo county. New Mexco, by
ern
conveniences,
trees and shrubPRICES WE CONFESS ARE REDUCED AND LET US
the Montezuma True! Company and
HI T EVERYTHING ITHHT
bery, corner lot, 60x142.
Sydney Eugene Alud executors of the
113,300
AND
CLASS
H AVELEFT
cottage; modem
brick
EVEN
WE
ABOUT
OUT
"CLOTHES
last will and lest imenl of the estate
well built; largo cellar; good barn;
of D. J. Abel, deceased, against you
trees and lawn; fine location. West
OF QUALITY. "OUR GREEN TAGS TELL THE STORY.
as defendants, for the pttTpIgS of re- 5o per cue
Tijeras road.
St rnlght Pool
0VS ling a Judgment agnlnt William
$2,700
frame dwelling with
RESPECTFULLY,
SIMoN STERN,
15 Bull I 'ool . , .Tjc tcr cuo
Harta r for the sum of eight thousand
modern conveniences; well built 8.
(I8.000) dollars, principal, together
per
60c
hour
Billiards
Arno
st
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER.
With Interest thereon from Iho 3rd day
Money to Loan on Good Real Estate
of January, 1 J 0 r. at (he rate of eight
Ijow Patea of Interes.
at
per rent per annum ami ton per com
M. CIISSAROEE. Prop.
of the amount to be found due, as at- MORNING JOURNAL
torney's fees, provided by "all note to
WANT ADS
he paid, and lo foreclose that cor
2nd. St.
BARNETT BLDG.
107
S.
jhahsgaaagaylaianihjasna
BRING RESULTS.
ed the 3rd day
tain deed of trusl.
,
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We are still quietly working on the Street Car proposition to the University.

If we fail

others, but it will probably be September 1st betore it is settled.
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in one plan

the meantime better

They'll Get to Seethe Diving

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

Horses Saturday

AT FROM $25 to $150 PER LOT; $5 DOWN, $5 PER MONTH; NO INTEREST

Office
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South Second Street

we have two

First National Bank Building

this is all your own- ;u every exigency
of life then Is recourse to prayer.
Drop down your bucket my brother,
and draw freely from the cool, sweet
waters,
and lor, ver abun-

man In all the vagaries of his being
It is the fountain of life, Its Waters 5
iris who at- OR. CARVER AND
refresh, they sustain, they also satisfy
tended the Morning Journal matinee
Honor your church ami love It.
at Traction Park Sal unlay afternoon
To sing
E
thought
and had such a (lorióos time,
dant.
"I love thy kingdom Lord,
that was the last free show they would
The penitent turning from his sin.
The house of thine abode."
have for another year at least.
sick at heart and discouraged because when one Is ton selfish to support II
STILL
Well, the Morning Journal has an
of repeated failures, may draw out of with his means Is to brand such a
(Continued From Page - .Col.
elegant surprise for them. We hoped
You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enthis well the water to quench the one as a hypocrite and untruthful.
to have this surprise ready on Saturgive him new being.
God
soul's
and
Draw
thirst
front
the
church
where
may
pages
whose
come
tried
hat
joy the change.
Visit the Grand
day to form the Brand finale;
the
The sad and lonely though multihas honored you by membership
your inner soul desires?
roup, to the matinee t the Casino.
Canyon
your
your
place
no
supprayers
and
is
Forest. Libthere
throng
Petrified
tudes
about
with
therein
DRAW
Rut we couldn't quita arrange matFor us when on the border land be- where one may be so sadly alone as port and your sympathy.
stop-overeral
ters, and so we didn't say anything
limit
and
tween
life we know and the un- in a great throng
apthe
the
on
Homesick an
Draw
its services, attend Its
we nave nnianed the arabout '
Los Angeles ami return, $36.00.
tried country, how "thy rod and thy lonesome may here find refreshment pointments, and know the Joy of felrangements now, and we want to anlowship
and
the King on earth.
with
cheer.
staff do comfort us: "Read to mc from
nounce In the 2,0(Mi children who atSan
Diego and return, $36.00.
Neglect, not the fountain under yoni
How often we neglect this source of
the Book," "What hook'."' his friend
tended I lie tfornlng Journal matinee
help. How seldom we really own rooftree, the well of prayer.
San Francisco and return, $.15.00.
that we have fixed il up with Dr. Car Grand Stand Well Filled at asked. "What Hook? There is but one spiritual
pray.
O my people, you who are von,Prayers enough are said, but
ver, the world renownod crack shot
For other raics ami full particuHook," and you know that one BooX few r ally prayed. When temptations and ill at ease in life, thirsty, on whom
and owner of the diving horses, to
your
Scorch
fllerci
dual
to
anil
begin
Is the Word we call the Bible.
.stains
hot
face
and
travel
the
lars
eall at ticket office. Tickets on
Kive the children a free matinee next
When the tempest is raging
within show the wells are all about y01
Traction Park Yesterday
This well ir. al your ery doors, but your
Saturday afternoon, July 14, at Tracsale
my
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peopl
then,
bounding
with
Draw
therefrom
tion Park.
you must draw from it for yourself. pray inner self
Draw up from ibis well the Joy the water you mad for today aiei
Dr. Carver and the Mornlnj; JourSaturday
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the
and
such
nal are koIpk to give the young one-- :
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T. K. PU1 il)Y Agent.
August and September.
waters to lave your tortured frequency that the dry plains of life
a week to digest their lemonade and SENSATIONAL MARKSMANSHIP
cause of the effort to obtain It.
you Ibid there is Joy In shall. becaUSQ of your Coming to thi s
life so
their (rend time, and then we are
Then, too, there Is the well of the drawing shall
water from this well of Sal- blessed Mills, take on a new bloom
to give them a show that will beat
building,
I
not
mean
church.
the
CHEERF.D 8Y THE SPECTATORS
anil blossom into fields of beauty aiel
the other one all hollow. And this is
though some of these are the expres- vation.
hope.
cisterns, of a
It - aid
no reflection on the clever Grose Stock
sions of lordly souls who wrought In'o generation, that
were found after the
These are the everlasting wells near
company either. Hut we are roIuk to
splen- scourge of flames
grandeur
the
architectural
the
had licked up the to the path of every one of us, an.)
Dr. W. II. Carver and his diving dor of their rich lives. Some of these
let every hoy anil girl in AlbUQUeroU
pride and glory of the city by the ours it Is to live from Iheir dee;.,
under the age of twelve years see horses and his arsenal again proved a noble edifices have withstood the spoil Golden
Gale cisterns tilled with nn sweet and eternal waters.
"Little Cupid," "Powder Face." and big drawing card at Traction park yes- lng of lhe centuries and no man can ample supply
of water, sufficient in
'Silver King." Dr. Carver's beautiful terday afternoon. The grand stand stand within their shadows without
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111m
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Klein Wort, 112 North Third street, or
children who went to the Morning "Little Cupid." "Silver King" an who have the life of God in their souls meant victory for this woman, but the
Unknown, be- telephoning your order In.
Journal matinee will miss the chnce "Powder Face" from the lofty forty- - in every age. in every Clime, the me") fountainso was Ignored.
little used, forgotten because
to get another free ride and another foot platform was fully as thrilling as and women of God who make up tin cause
If yon need a carpenter, telephone. O
tice show and see the wonderful div- on the day of the last performance. visible Church, this Is a source of life other mailers had engrossed the mind
Is help for the ambitious and Heaselden.
Auto. Phone 586.
Here
ing horses next Saturday.
who win draw therefrom.
strong. The brave man needs to pray
that the forWeall may
Or. Carver saw that joyful throng With the added advantage
forget
local
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never
that
A
Bound uagaxlne
of children at the Saturday matinee tank was in much better, condition and church to which we belong is a part that his vers bravery be not turned
to an enemy and so destroy him,
Is worth a dozen lying around loo-No of the majestic whole.
and says if he can give them a show the water not nearly so muddy.
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there
We can bind them in attractive form
thai will make them as happy as that accident occurred to mar the afterThis is the place for good company theThen
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The blood Of a mixed progeny was In! your magazine proposition.
n the Morning Journal.
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Joint or Separate
ee
an
editorial
Republican
has
ITS Issue nf Frldsy morning the Phoenix
on the pending Joint statehood proposition which Is interesting, very
adroitly constructed, and would ho an able argument on the nubj-c-were It not for the fact that Its premises axe not correct. It declares
that we are not beggars. In the matter of Joint statehood, and that If we do
not like it we should not take It, anil then adds;
"There Is one thing, though, which even a fool may know, and that
Is that It will not be long until there will be no territories on the continent.. The demand for their abolition Is bediming more and more
Insistent. That was the loudest cry In favor of the Joint statehood hill
In comjress.
It was the expressed desire of the president in his message
that the statehood problem should be permanently disposed of. At the
time of the signing of the bill he again breathed a hope that It meant
the "cleaning up" of the territories.
"They are going to be cleaned up in one way or another; either by
As we have already s.ild. It may
Joint statehood or sepárale statehood.
well be apprehended that if the vote against Jointure next November
Is apathetic; If the majority Is small. Indicating an Indifference of sentiment, congreai Will t winter clean us up, with or without our consent."
The Republican assumes that If Arizona gives a great majority In oppo-aitioto statehood on the. terms offered us, congress will then admit Arizona
to statehood alone. That Is the weak point In the RepUbllcaa'l argument.
There is absolutely nothing in the situation to warrant such a conclusion.
But on the other hand there Is everything to support the belief that f
New Mexico gives to the pending proposition the overwhelming majority
which everything now Indicates It will give, and Arizona goes again!
It, by a majority either large or small, the next congress, or the next session
.
will admit New Mexico, and then "clean up" the
nf thp nreient
territories by dividing Arizona between the states of New Mexico and Utah.
affirmative vote that her people are really and
New Mexico will show by
to
come Into the union on the best terms congress and
thoroughly anxious
willing to give, while Arizona will show by hei
are
people
the American
negative vote that her people are practically Indifferent, and prefer to stay out
rather than to come In on terms not satisfactory to the politicians and
th mine owners.
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The Saltón Sea Again
e
been done, and ail the
all Hie work that lii
money that has been spent In the hiP'' of checking the flow of the
Colorado river Into the Saltón sink, the river Is still pouring through
the new channel In undiminished volume, and there Is every reason
to fear that the low district Into which it emptlei will ere long become again
the .Saltón sea. The San Francisco Chronicle, in an article referring to this

A riTWITHKT.WTilN'r;

n

matter says;
"Thla Is the regular period of high water In the Colorado which has established a permanent channel to the Saltón sink, Into which the river will
empty. If nothing can be done to check It. until the basin Is filled, when It
new channel to the gulf of California.
will break over at some point ami cat
Millions of property belonging to settlers, the Southern Pacific company nnd
The railroad company spent a great aeal
the government are threatened.
prevent
to
In
the rlvef from permanently changing Its
money
an
endeavor
of
course, and seems to have reached the conclusion that It will be better to
change the line of Its road than to continue Its contest with the river. Tb-- i
eettlers. of course, are helpless, and the uuestlon arises whether the United
States government shall Intervene. The expenditure of money enough would
doubtless produce an embankment which would divert the river to Its old
channel, but whether or not the government should engage In expenditure m
Such a scale Is a matter to be considered."
Aa the Chronicle says, the expenditure of money enough by the government would doubtless result In turning the river hack Into its old
channel, but It Is a question whether it would not be better policy to pay the.
settlers for their improvements, and give them lands somewhere else, since
It it highly probable that the cost of works sufficiently substantial to give
them permanent protection would cost more than the property is worth.
And then, that section of the river which Is causing the trouble. Is In old
Mexico, being a mile or more on the other side of the boundary line, and our
government would not have a right to do anything at that point till our
state department should first conclude negotiations with the republic of
Mexico to that end. And after all that might be said and done the result
would still be doubtful, because a great river, like the Colorado, sometimes
has ways of Its own, and when It has once elected to take a certain course, It
may require something more than human effort to force it to change.
THE three leading New Mexican pipers say: "New Mexico has nothing
Hut that's poor consoend everything to gain, by Joint statehood."
to
lation for Arlxona. International American. And pray why should It b
"poor consolation for Arizona'" Arizona and New Mexico will become under
the pending proposition parts of the same state, and verything that benefits
the new itete will benflt the two present territories Just alike. And
etc
Arizona so extremely selfish that she cannot accept or appreciate a
betiefltled
be
to
going
is
somebody
else
condition if she believes
by It gt the same time? We do not believe that a majority of the people of
Arlxona ere built on as small a pattern as that.

o,

I

THE facta are that the corporations, tht miner, the farmers, the
ffjerchtnts, the doctora, the laborera, the preachera and all loyal citlaena m
Arlsona rafardless sf race, color or prevloua conditions of servitude, ar
ágftlnst Joint statshnod- .- Blsbee Review. That waa true a little while ago,
On the other hand. Is It not true that the people of
Hut is It trus now
Arlsona generally, are now showing a disposition to be governed In their
consideration of this question, more by their reason and lesa by their

prejudices'
CONORESfl may he averse to considering the Idea of electing aenstors
to amend the
far popular vote, but the movement for calling a convention
meet with
finally
will
force,
and
Is
gslnlng
constitution to effect that end
to devise
next
In
September
Moines
Dea
In
meeting
a
Is
be
to
Ucrsaa. There
governors of
It
Is
the
expected
that
and
amendment,
the
secure
to
mean
states of the union will send deiegatea to the aame. The Ssn

tile various

gathering ran perhaps effect an organlaatlon
on the subject and compel sctlon.
opinion
public
filch trill chryatallse

trancltco

ChronleUS thlnka thla

L. B.

Sec window display.

J.

D. EMMONS
The Furniture Man.

Auto. Phone 474 Colo. Phone 177.
West End of Viaduct
Corner Coal Avenue and Second Street

Putney ühe

For prompt service, courteous treat
ment and careful dispensing go to
The Busy Little Drug Store,
at 117 West Railroad Ave.

'Blue

Front

Drug eo
The WilliamsFRONT
THE BLUE

FOR SALE
ranch near Kennedy, small
adobe house, good cellar, 10 acres
fenced, some fruit trees on place;
plenty of good ranga and water for
stock. This place la easily worth
Any reasonable offer will be
$X00.
considered.
Nice residence lots from $50 up; very
liberal terms.

203 West Rail road Ave.

slde-valk-

post-offic-

m

5-

e,

Albuquerque
Planing Mill

FOR RENT
frame, close- in. plenty of
Bhade, nice location; $20 per month,
including water.
five-roodwelling, modern, clo3i in,
nice location.
Money to loan in sums to suit at 8 per
cent on approved security.

specialty. The

a

WOT

place

ri jjht

for good work at low price

m

J. LOVE, Prop.

A.

4(W

Auto phone 4i3

S. First Si.

W. P. METCALF

post-pon-

WOOTTON & MYER

Votary Public, Insurance, Ponds, Money to Loan.

Six-roo-

ts.

When You Are

Phone.

Bald ridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
CemeBt, Building Taper, etc., always on hand.

J.

e. BftLDRIDGE

AlilUIQUERQITE, NEW MEXICO

405 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

a a

r

To Contractors

I

I

Planing

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
la a necessity

and tbe cost

Is

small. Wc have them-

First National Bank

-

FATAL MISTAKE

la Often Made by the Wisest of Albu-

querque People.

It's

Gold Aveno

123 South Third Street

FOR

A

821

Dealers in Real Estate

Since the Cleveland Plalndenler has
BUSINESS CHANCES.
are a cure Good ranchea near the citv for aale WE HAVE
discovered that
SALE
at reasonable prlcea.
for stuttering, we may be prepared 'to
for Rent.
Insurance. House
hear that false teeth will cure near Fire
Rents Collected. Tnxes Paid, and
sightedness. Science is making giganentire rharare taken if iironerty for A few small ranches, ranging from
tic strides.
residents and
three to ten ueres each; all under
j.
ditch and under high atate of cultiThe New York Press says there is E. H. DVNBAR & CO
no such thing as a "free" railroad Corner Gold frvenn wind Third Hire-- !
vation.
pass. True.
We cannot escape the I SH
Also, desirable lots In the dlffcreM adnews butcher, e'en though we have a
ditions to the city
drag with Mr. Pullman and the presiWc have several small cottages, well
dent of the road.
In, for sale on reasonable terms.
Absolutely the Richest Yet.
Black 144
"There have always been some daily
Colo.
papera that could not he bought.
Among the papers in N'ew Mexico that
li tve
stood for righteousness and
against gambling intemperance and
corruption In office arc- the KOSWell
Daily Record and the Daily Banta Pe
New Mexican."
Baptist Workman.
ni' COURSE, YH'
"Snre the New Mexican Is not slis- DON'T THINK
entibie to aatery, and the Record la
HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC.
not easily offended, both papera may
MUCH A II UT IRUGS,
be able to appreciate this compliment
BUT WHEN Yor
In spite cif the danger Involved In yokHaving consolidated tl.c Phoenix
AUK SICK YOU
ing them together." iRoswell Dally
unci Superior Plaining .Mills. IM
Record.
WANT 'I'c km W
of iho Ioichi demachinery
WHERE YOU CAN
signs and Deal makes, wc arc preGloomy (ins.
pared to do ah kinds ,t MILL
GET WHAT Yc ir
Evidently the poor old Almanac at
WORK at a price never before
last realizes that the days of graft are
NEED AT ONCE.
ajfetnpted '" "CW México.
over and it will be hard picking for a
position-tWE ARE IN
while.
Hark to the following doleful
SERVE you
Wis will be glad MJ give estiante from the solemn old curiosity;
"It would be contrary to all human
ACCURATHMf AND
mules on anything from the mill
aa per lenca if the present prosperity of
home to making
work of
PROMPTLY.
the nation, and even of tills territory,
window screen and will guaran- were nol interrupted somier or later
aatisfactiou.
by a period of depression. There are
Indications that the long period or
prosperity with which the country
has been blessed has reached if.s crest.
It Is at such titnes that the wise business man fortifies himself for the future without letting go of present day
Mill Go.
opportunities."

Well

-

Six-roo- m

All kinds of m'll

Avenue

160-ac- re

DRUGGIST

JG.000.

117 West Railroad

Both Telephones.

Six-roo- m

to

I

Price, $2.75.

field line.

B. RUPPE

daf.
With ampaign contribuí ions under Lot on West Goid av.. near Sixth at.
the han a vice presidential candidate Corner Iron av. and Edith st
feet; fine
house; modern: lot
wth
h.ir'i will be in greater demand
good stable. This
cement
than ever.
property will be sold cheap If taken
at once.
Cleveland lias been so House
and iot on South Second at., beIII with asthma that he has been able
tween Lead and Coal avenues, at a
to speak.
Fortunately Bryan's voca'
bargain.
organs are unimpaired.
house, two blocks from
a
with two lots. House well
The South Dakota man who used
furnished. This property la In one
AVO sticks of dynamite and twentv-flv- e
of the best locations In thla city,
feet of fuse to suicide was entirely too
and is for sale at $5,500.
luxurious in his habits.
Rrlck house and Iot on West Coal
if the Ruestan government did the
$2,600.
ave.; 5 rooms,
thing up right, instead oí punishing Brick house, 7 rooms, with 8 lota, on
Rojeatvensky they should Bend Togo
North Second atreet,
to Siberia. He is the real culprit,
price, $2,650.
While Walter Wellman's expedition - room brick house, nearly new, modern Improvement, at $3,150, on
is delayed by the ice, many Of our litNorth 4 th street.
tle vacation trips are similarly
house, furnished, good locaall our money has gone to the
tion, $1150.00.
Iceman.
frame In one of tbe beat
bar
locations on Broadway at
An exchange aptly says that snow
gain: modern
shoveling viewed from this distance
street,
Fourth
bouse,
North
doesn't look so bad after all. This
with 3 lots 76 xl42 fest, near In.
sentiment will likely be widespread
Pike, 33,600.
also in the next world.

I

I sell the Celebrated Wake-

Wholesale Grocer

NEW MEXICO

A LBIQIERQUE

Everybody can get It at Emmons'.

ii

4-

July 0. 100a.

Everybody'a Baby la the Prettiest.
Everybody wants the Prettleat Gocart,

eOLffj

1

C

Monday.

The vegetarian has a supercilious "I
told you so," air, these days.
We may lose General Trepoft yet.
K
TaVLr.PIH INK
He travels only In a bomb-proo- f,
MONEY TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
a
ESTATE SECURITY ajl.ljMW
AVE.
There is really no room for surprise
RATES OF IN kkjkwt.
Thaw was raised among'Pittsburg millionaires.
I'OK RENT.
house North Fifth at., modThe chi. ago A Alton may lie comern, $20.00.
forted In that It Is In plenty of conhouse North Fifth at.. $30.00.
genial company.
house South Third St., $20.00.
Broadway, $8.00.
NEW AND
HOUSE FURNISHERS.
Certainly the firecracker ought to 4 roomshouse
furnished. $2". 00.
SECONDHAND. WE BUY HOUSEhe enough of a warning against ChiBroadway
S.
with
houses,
Two
nese Immigration.
HOLD GOODS. 2 It W. GOLD AVE.
bath, $20.00 each.
G. NiniSK'N, MANAGER.
modern,
$25.
S.
Arno,
house,
"Vivisection of the Octopus" does
not appear In any of the courses In the Two tents, E. Railroad ave., $8.00.
house, S. Edith, modern, $25.
University of Chicago.
houses, Marquette ave.,
Two
$12.00 each.
John I). Rockefeller Is buying fosbrick house, N. Second atreet,
sils for the University of Chicago and
modern, $20.00.
the Almanac is hiding out.
- room brick house, N. Fourth atreet,
MstahlUhei 187S
The kaiser is now a grandfather.
modern, $20.00.
Prom what we have heard of Wlllum
we shouldn't care to call him grandFOR SALE.
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
pa.
Four houses on South Broadway,
modern; will sell singly or all, at a
Hnovevclt la reported as strenuously
bargain.
tfiBl for Mltclisll Waions
denying the trite saying that everyone Large
and small ranchea for sale near
labors but our much abused paternal
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M,
In. Tract of land on the Mesa, casi
parent.
of the citv.
Since the Pac kingtown exposures It Some fine lots on Tijeras avenue; also
on West Coal avenue.
is said the magazine, "What to Bat,"
House and 3 lots on North Fourth st.,
will be discontinued for lack of mat14 rooms In u fine location.
ter.
Lots and houses for sale in v'.l parts it
the cilj'.
"Keep your eyes on the stars," says
city limits,
a minister.
How in the dickens are Four acres of land In the stable,
THE
fruit
with stood house and
we going to do that and use a muck
etc.,
In a fine location.
trees,
PRESCRIPTION
rake?
house on West Coal av.: up

REAL ESTATE

City Editor.

JOURNXE.

mm

Mm

DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING
D. A. MACPHERSON, President.
H. B. HKKIN'O.

MORNING

a fatal mistake to neglect

Packaehe la the first symptom of
kidney Ills.
Serious complications follow.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure them
promptly.
Don't delay until too late.
Until It becomes diabetes Bright!
disease.
Read what an Albuquerque citizen
savs:
Mrs. J. H. Smith, of 115 Hunlng
Ave., wife of J. H. Smith, deputy sheriff, saya: "I have had backache for a
month so severe that every movement
the
I made hurt and I never knew
moment but the slightest strain on the
muscles of the back brought a twinge
which could only he described as
I went to
a local drug
store for Doan's Kidney pills and
stopped the
remedy
took them. The
annoyance, mm e then I nave naci no
necessity to uso Doan s Kidney Pills
nor any other medicine for aching
acroaa the small of the hack."
For sale by all dealers. Price, Rft
Co., Buffalo, N.
cenia. Foster-Mllbur- n
Y., aole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
BTAtJK TO MEMOI SPRIXC.S.
Is prepared
to
The undersigned
máka tripa to and from the celebrated
Any InforflBMtCS Hfrr HPHINf.s,
mation desired can he secured from
11
J
No.
Oeorge H. Moore,
West Hall-roa- d
avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

Without System
Is like a ship without a rudder. T i
modern system. User Is the l,oiete Pent
Method. They can be adapted to anv
business, large or small. Sheets can
be ruled to ault your needs. Full outfits furnished. Call us up and we Oaf
show you the advantages
of using
loose lesf devices.
II. M. Mthgou A o..
Bookbinders,
Journal Building.
A OLAM OF Ml
IIFM
Mil A I BEER AT THE Wllll'l

TRY

ELEPHANT.

The Highland Pharmacy

THOS. F. KELEHER

hack-ach-

If

OUR ancient and amiable neighbor at Santa Fe admits that It "Is human
The very best of Ransns t It y beef
gad liable to err." That Will be a terrible eurprlee to the people of Nw and mutton at Em Klclmvort's. 113
North Third street.
They never stispecled It.
Mexico.
OHLD IS JfVX.1i OF ODD
Afl
I'koPi I so nil in
mi's
during
the
generous
fallen
has
quantities
in
I. UK THOSE Wild II AYE
MAY
OOft reports show that rain
sill
,
NOT
I 'MED
MOHNI
JOIRNAI,
past wash nearly all over New Mexico.
CLASS LI 1ED ADS.

Haynnlds New Building
Colorada Phone, Black 30
East Ilailrond Avenue

Hnracss, Saddles, Lap Dual-erWhips, Axle Oil, Etc.

Opp.

a,

Paints, Oils and Vwilihti
Palmetto Hoof Paint Laata Fi Yean
and Flops Leaks.
Caah Paid for Hides and Peto.
OH WFGT RAILROAD AVENtrE

FRENCH

A

OUR LOW SHOES

Sin,

llUtil
'

lit'i
UNI

NOT ONLY KBHP YOU COOL.
HCT THEY ACTUALLY MAKE
HOT
THE
ENJOY
YOU
WEATHER. YOU SEE THEY
LOOK BO
AUK SO LIGHT,
THIN AND SHOW OFF THJS
OF Y'OUR FOOT
BEAUTY
A NT
ANKLE TO SO MUCH
BETTER ADVANTAOS THAN
A HIGH SHOE, THAT IT IS A
PLEASUUE TO WEAR THEM.

BUY A

PAIR TODAY

Men's Canvas Oxforda, grey,
Men's

Kid Ovforda. tan or

black
Men's

$l.r,o

fl.or. to $:i.5)

Patent Colt Oxfords
$3.00 to $1.00

Canvas
Women's While
$1.50 lo $2.2.1
oxfords
Women's Kid Oxfords, tan
or blac k
$1.50 to $3.00
Women's Patent
fords

Kid

Ox-

$2.60 lo $3.50

Children's Oxfords, black or
tan
$1.00 to $2.oo

HALE

PILLS.
QuttAO! IUi.i$r for RurrftCMMn MiffHTMirin.
HnWH TA IAII éUV! rturat Rnawd
Halla.
HitraMi-p
hoi.

llt'tinlM

nf BOU

Han!

pfptH

be
ttteno nn 'rial
Will
I
Barn
if vouf dfUffllt
the..! cnl four oMctl to IL
D MRDICAI
T n
La m
CO., mo : T

(1 .00

Wbatl

F

Hlf

-

't ff,

ca

rr

Kohl

In Alhitqmriim

Auto,

riionr ait

by

0til6ti! (ninininv.

'
Df
a

the J.

I!

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Effective December

Santa Fe Branch

Kantliound
11:00 a. m.
12:51
m.
m.
2:11
m.
2:90
m.
4:02
4:22
m.
m.
6:45
8:30
3:00
4:16
m.
m.
7:80

10, 1905.

Weatbound

STATIONS

...

.Lv..
.Lv.,
.Lv.
,.Lv.
..Lv.
.Lv.
.Lv.,

.. Española

.

.

,

1:80
Ar..
Lv., .. 1:2
Lv., ..12:26
Lv . ..11:86
Lv., .

Santa Fe

,

...

Embudo

,

...

Baranca

...

o

p. ra

,

m
m

.16:29-..10:0m
Servilleta
m
. . Tree Pledraa
.
Lv.
, ...
m
.
Lv., .. 8:10
Antonlto
..
. .LV.
Lv.
6:40
Alamosa
in
Mil
,
m
Lv. ..11:05
Pueblo
,.Lv.,
. .Lv.,
Lv. .. 9:40
Colorado Springs
ui
rr
7:00
Denver
.Lv
.Ar
Connections At Antonito for Durando, BllVerton and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the standard
gauge lino via La Veta. Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
entire trip In daylight and passing through tho famous Koyul Uorge, also for
all points on Creede branch.
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good mcala are served.
A. S. BAHNICY, Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. IIOOPEH, O. P. A. Denver.

Colo. IMionc Ulk 30

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO
BANITAUY noAHIHNL
BTAULGh
P. T. Schmidt, Prop.

421 N. Second St

Gros8,Kelly&Co
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Lonls, Chicago,
and all poluta North and East by the

El Paso

&

Southwestern System

Rock Island System

Wool. ILdrs A Pelts

a Specialty
LA
ALMIQUKItQVW

Communication Made Easy

VIDUA

The Sf. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquors Served. A Good Place
to while awav the weary honra.
Keno every
All tho Popular Oamea.
Monday, Thursday and Baturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BARNBTT,
Prorwtattttr
ItO W. Railroad Ave.

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Beat, i Tho Only way with two
through traína dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, observation Dining Cara, Chair Cars and Coachea. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE southwestern.

Iwr Fall Particulars see any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

4
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Of NEW

T EOERAL

LIVE

GOOD

MAY

ON CARS

CARVER

NOW REMAIN
THIRTY-SI-

X

OF

r

The Safe and Helpful Beverage
offices.

GUPS

BLATZ

Traction Park Matinee Was
HOURS

a Success
Written Request

to Procure Extension

of Time

HANDSOME

TROPHIES

Between Feeding Places.

OFF

The twp.Uy-eighour law was not
wiped off the statute books at the last
congress, but the shipper Is given the
privilege of keeprng cattle on rthc car
for thirty-si- x
hours merely on his
Written request. The full text of the
bill as signed by the president is as
follows:
"He it enacted, etc.. That no railroad, express company, car company,
common carrier other than by water,
or the receiver, trustee or lessee of
any of them, whose roads forms any
pari of a line of road over which cattle, sheep, swine or other animals
ahall be conveyed from one stale or
territory or the District of Columbia
Into or through another 3tate or territory or the District of Columbia, or
the owners or masters of steam, sailing or other vessels carrying or transporting cattle, sheep, swine or oth ér
animals from one state or territory
or the District of Columbia into or
through an other state or territory or
the District of Columbia, shall continue the same in cars, boats or vessejl
of any description for a period longer
than twenty-eigh- t
consecutive hums
without unloading the same in a humane manner into properly equipped
pens for rest, water and feeding, for
a period of at least Hve consecutive
hours, unless prevented by storm ot
by other accidental or unavoidable
causes which cannot be anticipated or
avoided by the exercise or due diligence and foresight. Provided. That
upon ine written request ot the owner
or person in custody of that
shipment, which written reonest
shall be separate and apart from any
printed hill of lading or other railroad
form, the time of confinement may be
extended to thirty-si- x
hours. In estimating such confinement, the
In loading and unloading
shall not be considered, but the time
during which the animals have been
confined without such rest or food or
water on connecting roads shall bo
Included, It being the intent of this
act to prohibit their continuous confinement beyond the period of twenty-eigh- t
hours, except upon the contingencies 'hereinbefore stated; provided
that It shall not be required that
sheep be unloaded in the night time,
but where the time expire
in
the
night time In case of sheep the same
muy continue in transit to a suitable
place for unloading, subject to the
aforesaid limitation
thirty-si- x
of
hours,
"See. 2. That animals so unloaded
shall be properly fed and watered
during sucih rest, either by the owner
or person having the custody thereof,
or In case of his default In so doing,
by the railroad, express company, car
company, common carrier other than
by water, or the receiver, trustee or
lessee of any of them, or by the owners or masters of boats or vessels
transporting the same, at the reasonable expense of the owner, or person
In custody thereof, ami such railroad,
express company, car company, common carrier other than by water. re
ceiver, trustee or lessee of any of
them, owners or masters, shall In such
case have a lien upon such animals
for food, care and custody furnished,
collectible at their destination In the
same manner as the transportation
charges are collected, and shall not be
liable for any detention of such animals when such detention is of reasonable duration, to enable compliance
with .Section of this act, but nothing
in this section shall be constituted to
prevent the owner or shipper of animals from furnishing food therefor If
he so desires.
"Sec. 3. That any railroad, express
company, car company, common carrier other than by water, or the receiver, trustee, or lessee of any of
them on the master or owner of any
steam, sailing or other vessel who
knowingly and willfully falls to comply with the provisions of the two are.
ceding sections shall for every suc h
failure be liable for and forfeit and
pay a penalty of not less than JfioO;
provided ihat when animals are carried in ears, boats or other vessels in
which they can and do have proper
food, water, space and opportunity to
rest, the provisions in regard to their
being unloaded shall not apply.
"Sec. 4. That the penalty created
by the preceding section shall be recovered by civil action In the name of
the United States In the circuit or district court holden within the district
where the violation may have been
commlted or the persons or corporation resides or carTles on business;
and It shall be the duty of the i'nlled
Ktates attorneys to prosecute all violations of this act reported by the
secretary of agriculture,
or which
i'ome to their notice or knowledge by
1

other

means.
"Sec. 5, That Sections 4 38fi, 4.187.
4888. 4389 and 43flft of the Revised
Statutes of the United Slates he, and

the same are hereby, repealed."

Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorporation have been filed In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Itaynolds
The Great Central Oil. Has and
Gypsum Company. Incorporators are
Kugene M. Fischer. H. p. Johnson, C
V. Stansell, O. C. Welter, W. II. Len
ox, A. K. Forsyth, J. R. Rose. O. E.
French and W. F. Forbes, all of R
The capital stock of the company Is $2.000,000. divided Into one
million shares of the par value of $2
sch The office Is fixed at Roswell
and O, C. Welter Is named as agent.
The term of existence Is fifty years
and the company Is Incorporated for
the rnjrpose of prospecting and drilling for oil, operating coal mines and
to cogstruct pipe lines, tanks, reservoirs, railroads, telephone and telell.

'

graph

lines.

The Woolverton Practical Rusiness
College. Incorporators
are W. O.
Woolverton, E. E. Woolverton and W.
C. Woolverton. The capital stock of
the company Is $10.000, divided Into
100 sihares of the par value of $100
each, the sum of $3,000 has been paid
Into the treasury. The principal office is fixed at Roswell, and W. O.
Woolverton Is nnmed as agent. The
term of existence Is fifty years, and
the purpose of the company Is to conduct a business college.
THERE are peorte reading our For
Rant column today who would make
tenants for that vacant house
be tomorrow
of yogrs. There Willenough
for vnu
too: aid there is time
to gotpur ad In that column tomorrow, ft should hare been In today.

I) eel rabie

BY

CARRIED
FAST

ONES
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Summer Bergeurvs

WIENER
BEER

I N

LADIES' UNDERWEAR
AND GLOVES

The absolute wholesomeness of Blatt Beers is predetermined by the Hlati Method, months before it
comes to you.
Pure, sparkling water hops-ba- rley
malt brewed and matured in the good
Blatz way. The ideal home beverage.

of Owner Necessary

t .

The Store of Peliability

GOOD beer helps the stomach to ptrrform its
It aids the digestion. The percentage of
alcohol in good beer is very small. GOOD beer-Wi- ener
quenches the thirst and refreshes instantly and naturally. Athletes drink Wiener beer when
in training.
They know that it is good for them.

RAGES FOR THE

STOCK LAW
CATTLE

INCH

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE

The racing matinee yesterday afternoon at Traction Park for the handsome
ver,
local
first

loving cups offered

by Dr. Car-

proved quite interesting, several
favorites being on the track. The
race, the 1:30 trot, was won by
Johnson's Illustrious Maid In 1:30,
Trimble's Al being second and Anderson's Trlxie third. The second race
was the 1:15 trot, won by Emll Mann's
Boone in 1:14, with Trimble's Nimble Jim second
and Capt. R. H.
Greenleaf's McGinty
third. Simon
Schloss drove Nimble Jim.
Trimble's Moxelle carried off the
honors In the third race, the 1:14
pace, doing the trick in 1:12; Texas
Rattler, chiven by Mann, second, with
Huntington's Orlzette third.
The fourth race, free for all, was
finally entered by Dr. PearcO'a Master Delmar, and Jake Levy's Shecam
went the half mile in 1:11 but Dr.
Pearce's horse cast a shoe and the
race was off. The horsemen greatly
appreciated the generosity of Dr. Carver In offering the silver trophies,
which arc- unusually handsome affairs, to be engraved each with the
name of the horse winning it and
the owner's name.
Rack to Hell Fire.
"The papers have been full for the
last few months of the marvelous
awakening of the public conscience as
to economic and political evils in the
land. Colossal villains have been unveiled to merciless publicity and have
shrunk into obscurity before the blinding glare. The prisons are fatte r with
victims than ever. The majesty of
has been ÍTsserted and the sword
of justice unsheathed by true knights
of honor whom the people would have
in spite of political opposition or party
fetiches. The attention of the nation
the-la-

Stern,

Sc

Always the, Seimo Good Old, "Blatz'i
hloss A Co., Wholesale Dealers, Albuquerque, N. M. Tel. Auto. 177.

aye, of the world, is riveted at the
spectacle. What has done it? Many
forces, no doubt, but this among others, that judgment is come. Men are
not merely being found fault with for
great wrongs in a general way, but
they are actually being Investigated,
convicted, punished. As a result every villain is more careful, and every
honest man more hopeful. It is the
actual preaching by President Roosevelt oí civic sin and righteousness and
judgment the theme of the Holy .Spirit
(John xvl:S-l- l ) and the
d
administration of the same that
have made public morality almost an
American fad in less than two years.
"This Is our revival, the answer to
our prayers. And this is the cause
and heart of it. What is true In the
civic Sphere Is Just as troa in the spiritual, and the two are not to be separated. I firmly believe that the hearts
and consciences of the people are
ready for the preaching of judgment
on sin, without dilution or reservation,
given with the lear note of Christ to
the Pharisees, and laid hot upon life
for this world and the future: 'How
can ye escape the damnation of hell?'
Let love glow Ulldlmmod
but let justice llame. The fear ot the Lord is
still the beginning of wisdom, and
some will never learn wisdom unless
fear be stirred.
The Fcdixes of the
home, the mart and the1 throne need
to tremble at the message of righeous-nes- s,
temperance and Judgment to
come, ami we all have them In our
congregations. Let the heM fire ycle
strike;
once
more."
Westminster
(Presbyterian) Philadelphia.
even-hande-

River Palling at Ynmfl.
Dr. J. A. Ketehertlde, a prominent
physician of Turns, passed through
the city yesterday en route to his
home after several weeks spent In an
outing trip In the northern part of
with his wife. They visited
their former home

In

the Verde

try and later were at the flrand

yon.

counCan-

Mrs. Ketcherslde will remain
balance of the summer at Camp
Verde. The reports that Yuma was
threatened by the encroachment of the
Colorado river were not given a great
deal of credence by Dr. Ketcherslde.
He had heard that the Colorado was
on a rampage, and was carrying a
great volume of water, but he was certain thnt no serious damage would result. The trouble came about by the
current In the river changing from
the west side to the east side on
which Yuma Is located. Already has
the prison farm been washed away
and the prison Is threatened. If any
damage to the territorial property results however. It will be after the wn
ter Is In the main street of Yuma. H.
H. Donkersley of Yuma, was also in
the city yesterday, having just arrived
from his home. He said the river had.
the night previous to his departure,
feet and six
measured twenty-eigh- t
Inches In depth, but thnt a telegraph
message from Needles said a drop had
occurred In the river there of thi.-tincjtes and this fall should have reached Yuma by last night.
The high
record mark was In 1891 when It carried 31! feet. Phoenix Republican.

The Ladies

Albuquerque Will Be Pleased to Know That

of

...THE GLOBE STORE...
is offering a choice line of summer weight underwear and
silk lisle gloves at a reduction of

foj-th-

20 PER CENT
from the regular retail prices.
e
The underwear comes in union and
suits, and prices
range from 10 cents to $2.75 per garment long sleeves, short sleeves
and no sleeves; cotton, lisle, and mercerized; ladies' and misses' sizes.
The gloves are wrist length; in cotton, lisle, and silk; prices ranging from 15 cents to 85 cents per pair; all colors.
These goods are all marked in plain figures, and will be sold at
the marked price, less 20 per cent; any one can figure the cost to the
purchaser.
two-piec-

y

THE BIG GLOBE SIGN on West Railroad Avenue marks the entrance to the store oí reliability and fair treatmen- t- THE GLOBE STORE

r

Which is Cheaper
Gls or Accident?
tin

In

absolutely safe,

Gasoline is ooncettnted trouble,
und rou ih'vit know the minute tln
(rotable is kI"k to begin then it''.'
top late ibmischief bu bam
wrought.

ADAMS & DILGARD

FUNERAL

-

DIRECTORS

Cooking wild aas Is dean, too no
foul smell; no tniiitlng of let
It's ideid for Slimmer eooLcry.
mil-Am- i

Embalming is Our

CORONADO TENT CITY
--

CORONADO

Cor. Fifth Street and itallrnad Avenue

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

delightful place to spend your summer vacation, furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
or you can get your meal sat the restaur ant. Boating, pathing, Fishing, Music.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,

STONE HOTEL
JEMBZ hot SPRINGS
Is BOW open nil the year around
Ili-N-

out

t

Otero's

AG ENT

of AffomiiKMlutiona

Until

House

Run !n

Sash and Doors Flint and Glass

Cut-o-

ff

of

THIRD D MARQVETTE

f

of
The AtchUon TopeKa
Center

CSL

JVebv
Santa

Mexico

Fe Hailtvay

M., is at the Junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, EI Paso Texas and Old Mexico

ZSobun

l

it

31 miles south of Albuquerque, N.

The Tie ten

Both Phones

w

Pailroad

Located on the Helen

X

X

Contractors' Materials

MRS. WN. ROGERS. Prop

Uhe Future

I Gfie MO GRANDE LUMBER. COMPANY

Connection.

TO

The new City of Belen is

Sec our (.as Range on
at the ELECTRIC 1st ii in

BEACH, CALIFORNIA

A

ASK ANY

v.eillion

Specialty

systemleading east and west

and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

ARB THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TOWNSITB, Consisting of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE 'OTS, (He
8x141 feet) fronting upon 10 and
streets ana avenues. BIGHT in the business
canter of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounda. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company it now grading Ita extensive depot ground! and yard Umita 100 faat wide and
a mile long, (capacity of aaventy mile of aide track) to accomodate Ita NEW l'ASSENOKR und FREIGHT depota. HARVET BATINO HOUSE, Raund Houaa, Coat Chutea, Water Tanka, Ma. nine flbapa. Etc
70-fo-

THE CITY OF HELEfl.
Haa a population af 1S00, and aevera) large Mercantil Houoea, Th Belen Patent Roller Mills, rapacity 160 barrels dally: winery, ato, It la ttaa largeat ahlpptng point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beana, hay and fruit
In New Mexico. From Ita location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, Eaat and West, to all points in the United States and Old Mexico Ita futura growth a a Commercial point cannot ba aatlmated.
All fast limited, mail, expresa and freight traína will pass through Beien to Chlr.igo. Kanaas City, (ialventon and the Pacific Coast. Th water is good and Climate unsurpassed.
Balen haa a 110,000 public school houaa,
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring astablinhment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug atore, barneaa shop, etc. TUB LOTS OFFERED ARB
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. One third of purchase money cash;
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Interest at sight per cent per annum.
Title perfect and warranty deeds
given. COME EARLT IF TOU WISH TO SECURE TUB CHOICE LOTH. For further partlculara and priesa of lota till In person ar write to
twe-thir-

' Í

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHfl BECKE. President

WM. M.

VE-RGE-

H,

Secretary

1

eee ee

e

T. Y. Maynard

Gao. W. Hickox

Ghe Hickox Mayiard Company

I

Are Exclusive RepreseMstives
The Gorhant Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Llhbey Co.,
d
China
Artistic Cut Glass, and The W. A. Plckard
Each In Its clam, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our stock of
Diamonds "never before so complete." Tla a good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.
New Mexico's Lea ding

The Arch Front

Jewelers

William, was bom on the Fourth of

ed
him with an ornamental
cup emblazoned with the stars and
stripes
the
Eagle. The
I J Prather, of Chicago, Is In th conditionandof theAmerican
crown princess and
city.
her baby is most satisfac tory.
J. M I.ederer, of Chicago, Is a bui-iifs- s
Uauaeety nl infant's Baptism.
visitor here.
London. July tt. Tlie Herlln correDan McDonalil was a visitor from spondent of the Dally Telegram says
it Is declared to be Rmpcror Williams'
TlUllseil at the Sturges yesterday.
Max Nordhaus. of L.is Vegas, arriv- Intention to grant a somewhat extended amnesty on the occasion of the
al li"in the Meadow City yesterday.
baptism si his grandson, the first
A J Little, of the State Life Insurof Crown Princess
Frederick
ance company, returned to ki i'a.i born
William. This amnesty Is to apply
last niKht.
where there has been no heinous
V
K W F. Kreltz and If. Kreit
breat h of the criminal code Involving
he-y
city,
arrived
tarda loss of civic honor.
of Kansas
CONEY

0

e
e
e

1

lodge No 4. Knights ..f p
hold a regular meeting to- o'clock. Installation of of
smoker. All krdghts Invit- 'I. ::. K Newcomer. K. It. S.
The sum total of yesterday's poll,
business was the ail est of one lai I
01. Unary drunk by Officer of the Law
He will explain thinns
(frank Hossi
to Judge CrtWford this morning.
Mhrlners Attention! Nobles are requested to attend a business meeting
of Paiiut Abyad Temple this, Monday,
J, Borradalle
IS n m
evening at
Potentate, j. c Ferger, Recorder.
Contractor Jog S Blight, of the firm
mpanled '
of Hright and Drew, a
Timekeeper Jo.- Blackburn, returned
last night to Hlin water, where the
firm his .1 big contract with tile Bantl

I

F. H. MITCHELL

THE CLUB

SCAVENGER

CITY

l

Turks Landed

at Ver: Cruz.
Mexico City, July 8. A large number of Immigrants from Europe, classified as 'Turks.'' but who are often
Armenians and Arabs, have recently
been arriving by (crinan and Spanish ste liners at Vera Cruz.
A
u ge
portion of these people go north Into
the Culted States. During the past
six months several thousand
Turks have reached this country.
Many are said to be of a class likely
Fe.
it is expected thai Albuquerque will to be rejected at the American ports
have telephone connection with Sri and take this way "of gaining an enn trame into the United States.
Marcial eaHj this weak. Caí
Matthews is nushlnc the extension ns
;m-to Church.
President
fast a poaaible, and it is rumored thil
the line will fimilly be extended rle:ir
Oyster Bay,
July 8- .- President
t.) Id Paso.
Roosevelt,
Mrs,
by
accompanied
switih engine 2006 sprained hei Roosevelt, Miss Bttiel and Quentln,
ankle In Mm local yards yesterday, the inaugurated his usual custom of
11
cause being a bail ran which turned
O'clock service at Christ
and let ttie pusher down into terra Church today,
The sermon
whs
it took a good deal of labor preached by
Rev. Charles
firms
Henry
and some time to gel the machine Webb, of Astoria, n. v.. Who is ill
camp near oyster Hay. with fifty boys
back on the rails.
Mr and Mrs .1. H Rharpe, of cin - irom bis parish. The boys accompa
.1
to the church and
nied Mr.
dnnatl, Ohio, arrived lu re from San
Mr Sharne Is a W !i were lined along the driveway enlast night
known artist who is studying south frame when tlie president arrived.
w.st. in subjects, particularly the an- They respectfull lifted their hats
cient Pueblo villages ami prehistoric and received the president's smiling
greeting. After service the president
ruins of tills section.
his family drove at once to SagThe Chicago limited which was and
wrecked mar Flagstaff yesterday at amore Hill.
lemoon, killing tin- Are man and scaldHONORARY TITLES.
ing the engineer severely, will come In
from this west this morning In coin Colonels in
Louisville, Doctors in i'hli- blnallon with train No. L'. The limited
adi Iplila. Professors in Boston,
was due here at midnight last night.
(Prom the New York Sun.)
Mr and Mrs F II. Mitchell, of AEvery acquaintance of more than
lbuquerque, were In the city Wednestwenty-fou- r
hours is a colonel to the
day un Thursday visiting their son. man
from Louisville, and the title Is
A. I, Mitchell mid family. Mr. Mitchapplied
in
a
ell was a citizen of Socorro twenty Just as If It perfectly natuial way
was deserved. The
yeais ago. anil helped to put in th-- '
means his military salutes to
city's prtsent water system.- - Socorro i,e complimentary,
and they are.
Chieftain.
The natives arc free
their titles
Passengers from Santa Ke last night down that way. too. andwith
colonel is not
reported thai James RCQlt, the United the limit. There are two pormlnent
lawyers in tin- - Blue rass estate who
States prisoner Who MCapCd from
v Thursday
afternoon, hus are called general everywhere.
Is
still their naiiics appear in newspapersWhen
not been discover., I. but it
t he
thought he Is In hiding Inside thy titles are used with as much solemnity
Ik
guard
is though they had been earned on
pi is, ,11 walls, and the extra
the field of battle. fine of them is
maintained to prevent his escape.
I. rhthanr the oil millionaire of general counsel for a railroad
and
Lou AtiReleH and Mexico, left last nlKlii ine inner nerved a term years ng as
or
tlie state.
tur California, arriving from the soutn airornei general
miiaaeipnia is .soon as your ac
in the inoriiiiiK and spending InS .lav,
e reaches the degree of
(Ualnt;mi
v
,y
Accompanied
Doheny,
here. Mr
would Justify hltn in
Several members of his family, ,. is mlllarity youthat
by your tir.st name the
ir'calllnif
traveling as usual in his private,
rnnadeiphian gives the title doctor.
familiar síkIH along th, When
"Melle."
a Phlladelphlan adore seas you
anta Pe.
as "doctor" you may know he Is ReThe AlbuiUerUe friends of Ceork'e tting Intimate, and maybe you can
Lincoln
Capitán.
ol
A. Chamberlain,
money.
thai borrow
cuniy. will be interested to learn
The reason for the popularity of
general
consul
appointed
he ban been
"doctor" Is not far to eeek. The Qua
,,
!.., Ii;4 MltlllCo Itra.ll. at a salary of ker City is the neat of many blif med- a vv;n
jcai
nr.
college, produces an unusual
was editor of KI Parol, a Spanish pa- - number of physicians, und ha come to
per of Lincoln county, has already i"i took upon ihe medical profeasMn as
for Brasil, and will lake up Ills duli intie of tlie most learned. Progressive
and Important. Philadelphia nawspa- next month.
per; get up more excitement over a
f the spirit or t o
little t,,k
medi.-acollege commencement than
appeared on
new San Francis.
hotel register yesterday when iiiylliiiig except the (list run of Delaware
river sitad ifl Ihe spring.
M
D, Kapf, of thai city, wrote after
A Huston man gloats oxer giving
Francisco
hi name: "Greater San
living in and receiving the title "professor. '
Traveling men and oilier
The reison Is OBVIOUS to one acquaintSan Francisco have agraed to make
With the Bostón
slate of mind.
practice of doing this, and every loytl ed
expected to ilxxavs "Professor" Indicates a broader culHan Francliican
than "doctor," and that tickle
give hi address with the "Oreatar ture
Boston.
before It.
If you go to Atlanta and are worth
while at all you'll soon be a 'Judge.'
Dr Dock Brant Varing Destination, The reason?
Did you ever hear n
Manila. July h. The stael Boat. Georgian talk" Argument and
p
phrase
are his dellgh:.
due to re h
ing dry dork Dewey
Ihe Inxv Is the profession of arhere July Hi when he xvlll h ive cov- Hlnee
gument.
Georgian pav their highest
ered a dliance of something ilk"
mplimeiit by giving their friend the
loonn mite. The Dewey, whli h I
destined to dock the largest ship of title.
Denver and generally In (lie new
the American naval force In the ru er Inwest
"pard" and "buddy" nre good
Island
east, started from Holomon'
enough to estiren the I,ree7.v mountMd.. Dcember 28. 180f..
ain and plain food fellowship of the
people,
! dkioi's mritTii
The New York gM hnw his favorite
TIIHOM,
GERMAN
TO
exprenMve title af approbation ana
and
HFIIt
OF
eiteem. New York
probably the
place xxhere "boss" and "pal" are
Dm r mi- - WMI Frenen! Rojal Infant only
applied Indlsrrlmlnatelv as cxpremilona
Willi Oniiimeiuil Tup.
V
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DR. B. M.

Pool and

I

n

A Cool

HARDWARE CO.,
Steel Range &
Gasoline Stoves.

A L RUQ IT ERQITE

Billiard Parlor

Agenta for

Quick-Me- al

Place for

a Pleasant Time

WILLIAMS

COMPANY

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

DENTIST

Office on Railroad avenue, over

Man-dell'-

FINE LINE OF

s,

between First and Second sts

CI; A I(S

Hours: 8 to l' a. m., 1:30 to 5 p.m.
Dr. Williams has practiced dentistry
for the past 17 years at Las Vegas
Automatic Phone 203

AND

211 S.

I
W

TICKETS

321-32-

Whitney Company

SOLD AND

BARDSHAR & CONLEY

Paid

AVENUE

Second St

EXCHANGED

Prices
B9lliglicst
Tickets.

RAILROAD

3

TOBACCO

BOUGHT,

for

Allocution

CI:--

.

ROSENFIELD'S,

Home-mad-

Truuctloni Ouaratteed.

Railroad Ave

118 W.

Candies

e

ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
OF SUIT DRINKS

Tlie Coolest Place in the city

Schiitt, S. Second

C. P.

RAFAEL GARCIA & TRIM LLO
CEMENT CONTRACTORS
All Work

Address; General Delivery
- - Albuquerque,
New Mexico

NO Has

JVot

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Gasoline Stoves

Wc will sell you
ROSS PATENT.

Beat American Block, iter ton.

.

$5.50

ARNOLD'S REST or
EMPREM us follows:

COKE
ton

12 25 and $2.75

Big Load

Lawn and Garden Tools

Small Sucks, 05n.
Lurnu Sacks, $1.30.
100 Ib- - at one delivery, $2.55.

WOOD
Mill

White Mountain Freezers

Ad-dance-

COAL
$5.7

Alaska Refrigerators

t.uar.-mtcc-

Flour

-

la-x-

H.ii

Mmmm& em

).

NDIMK IBLE IMMIGRANTS
ENTER THROI-GlMEXICO

Thousands of

TINNERS

AVENUE

The above Is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put It close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort- - "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
(ale is due to their merits to nothing else.

Island

Rankin & Go.

I

RAILROAD

3

Bas

eeeeeseeeeeee

e

COLLISION ON
TROLLEY. CAB

between an elevated railroad exprés
Office: Cor. Second and Coal
train and a local trolley ar cause,!
Colo. Phone 177
Auto. Phone 414
a panic in which six persons were Inseverely.
jured,
by
being
three
trampled upon. Hound for Coney
Island and going at high speed, the
express li.nl just turned the curve In
the rogd near the Sea Peach palace.
when Just ahead the mntorrnan saw
the local car stationary w ith passengers alighting from It. He was unable
FIRE INSURANCE
to stop his train and it crashed Into
REAL ESTATE
the local. By the force of the im- LOANS
pact the fuse of the local car was
blown out and llames threatened the
Automatic Phone 461
car. The passengers fought fiercely
with each other to escape.
ROOM 10. N. T. AllMIJO BUILDING

I

321-32-

Avenue

308-31- 0

Six Hurt in Fierce Fight of Fa as til
gcrs to Escape From Flumes.
New York, July 8. eire following
a collision in Coney Island tonight

-

Mineral
thins, will
iiiKht at
leers and

IxHdnvs

PLUMBERS

FABER.
ALBERT
Railroad

!

tiuslness.

PANIC

ItOe.

C0.I

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

We have Just received a large
ahlpment
Desks,
of Roll-to- p
Flat and Standing Desks, Office Chairs, Book Cases, Typewriter Stands and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
represent the best workmanship and highest class of cabinet
work. The desk you buy of us
will not fall to pieces in a short
tlnme, thus causing you much
annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.

American colony has resolv
LOCAL HEMS OF INTEREST July,tu the
present

L Campbell, a well known cW
en of Flagstaff, speti t the day here
yesterday.
Mr ami Mrs Levi Rogtiaa, of Banta
Fe, returned ninth last evening after
spending a day at the Alvarado.
Kd K Ford, of Kansas City, was an
arrival in A lliiiinptn- yesterday,
Paso, arrive
C. 9. Mora, of KI
hei.- yesterday morning from that cltf.
c. T Brown, of Socorro, has return-a- d
from an extended visit to the Interior of Chihuahua on mining business.
II P. Bardshar,
internal revenue
collector for the dlstrlel of New .Me,
ico and Arizona, with neadquartars in
Santa Ke. was at the Alvarado

,

The Man of Business or the Home Library

South Second Street

V

Monday, Jury

ei

s s e e

DESKS for the Busy Man

Hand-painte-

in

MORNING JOURNXE,

ffHK KEBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

Albuquerque

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

Cash

1

11

ft

The I)lg North End Store.
Pilones:

Pdack 280

Phrmos: 416

13-- 1

15-11-

7

South First Street

401-40- 3

North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

,

Coin. Mk 279. Anto. $23

"--

BEA MONEY SAVER

aaHsthgSBBgaial

aaWaWBB

gj

MMfcJ

ftfrt

'

-

.

jS"

SCrfflWMB

I

The man behind the dollar Is the man
who ought to know something about
e
the prices we charge for
plumbing work. It costs you nothing
to let na figure OB any job you may
have, large or small.

122

W.

Silver At)e.

C.

II. tVinner, M. D. D. O.
Speclsltjr Osteopathy.

ir

you

RfKMCldcii.

nerd a carpenter telephone
Auto Phone KM.

DIAMONDS
Our prices ara RIGHT.
When bought right are a good Invest t
We Invite you to call and examine the beautiful diamond gooda we ara
offering. Also Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mall orders receive
prompt attention.

The Tromtti Tlumber

MONUMENTS
White and Black Hearse

201

211

North Second Street

II. II.
Any Information

LUMBER.

tl

ROOFING.

EVERITT,

Railroad Avenue

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
Z

Mtvrqurtte Avenue,

205

Albuquerque, New Mexico 1

W. GOLD AVENUE

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,
Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, 1906.

SPEELMAN

furnished.

..STABLES..

I
First Street

desired

Livery, Feed and Sale

Sash, Doors, Glaiss, Cement
AND REX FLINTSOTE

OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Tl liTON

J.E.BELL

m-n-

THE LEADING JEWELER

BEGIN NOW!

Building & Loin
The
Association, of Albuquerque
KOOM 19, (ItAXT HLOCK

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

I

Provide for the Future,

We oponed for Subscription July 1st,
a BOW series Of monthly payment savings Installment stock. .$1.00 per
tli will carry n $200.00 slmrc.
Also a scries of prcMiiü investment
stock itayiiiK 0 ixt cent Interest on
of $100.00 mid upwarda
lilhcral withdrawal privileges on all
stock.
Wc will loan you money to liuy or
build you a home at once if you become a stockholder.

O.W.STRONG'S SONS

riiitiiday

Berlin, July S In recognition of of complimentary familiarity.
the fact that the youngeHt memher of
W INTER.
the lla$n Hint family, the Infant
extra salespeople. Apply Muñ
Princess Frederick
eon of Crown
dix. II. Hfeld A Co.

high-grad-

J. L. 'Bell Co.

hlgh-aoundl-

I

I

BANKRUPT SALE

Uní Then a Home Owner.

luta

&

ZEARING

MELINUEAKIN
m
U
St

A

FULIi

SET

OF TEETH

VOll

Gold Fillings, upwards from ....$1.110
Boardlna Horses a Snedalti.
Saddle Horses.
50c
Falnless Extraction
W. Silver Avenue. Allmonernne.
All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

B. F.

J. S
T. Arrullo Bulldlnc

COPP, D.

WHOLMAXJI

Liquor

4L

iM

Cigar Dealer

xoinsiva Asenta for
Yellowstone and O. P. C. Whiskies.
Room 19, N.
Moet
Ohandoo White Seal Cham-nacn- e.
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian
Jos.
and
8ch lit Milwaukee Bottled
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
Beers, and Owners and Dlatribotars
of tlie Alvarado Club Whisker.
Andres Romero, Prop.
Fresh and Salt Meats
Writs for our illustrated Cátalas
pries list.
and
&
SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
Automatic "Mentions. IN.
West Gold Avsanse, AlbasjaaWfM
Ill
FOR CATTLE AND HOGS BIGGEST
GAME IN SEASON.
ALBUQUERQUE
MARKET PRICE PAID
NEW MEXICO.
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